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AIR WAR COLLEGE RESEARCH REPORT ABSTRACT

TITLE: Augmentor Wing Powered Lift Technology: Affordable
Alternative to Enhance Tactical Airlift Capability

AUTHOR: John E. McGee, Lieutenant-Colonel, CF

Rernarl-s on the status and capabilities of Augmentor Wing

(AW) powered lift technology introduce a discussion of potential Air

Force needs satisfaction in a variety of affordable aircraft

applications. A description of tcchnology cap~ibilities and cost

comparison examples complete the background for, the author's view on

current and future air force inter and intra-theater tactical

airlift operational arid progran benefits from this technology.

Competing technologies and AW applications on Short Take-Off

Vertical Land (STOVL) tactical nd Etrategic airlifters and the

- adaptation of Ejector Lift/Vertical Thrust (EL/VT) technology to an

NA advanced pilot trainer aircraft and a Supersonic Short Take-Off

Vertical Land (SSTOVL) fighter, a5 in the Advanced Tactical Fighter

$" (ATF) and Advarced/Short Ta-e Off Vertical Land (A/STOVL) aircraft

are discussed. International development of a joint technology

demonstrator and a naxt generation tactical airlifter to meet United

States, Canadian, United Kingdo,, West German, French, Australian

and othr. al lied requirements ib suggested.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION .

The United States Air Force and the Canadian Forces are

examinin9 future tactical transport aircraft requirements. A

new tactical airlifter will be needed in both air forces near

the tu,^n of the century as inventory C-130s approach the end of

their economic lives. Even though requirements staffing in both

air forces is at preliminary stages, many similarities are

already evident. The economies of scale of the larger

production run of a joint United States/Canada project would

benefit both air forces. Coalition warfare interoperability ..

would also be enhanced through the simultaneous introduction of

.- a common weapons system.

For almost two decades, the Governments of the United States V

and Canada have been collaborating on engineering, wind-tunnel,

and fl ight research of the De Havi l land Carada Augmentor-Win 9

(AW) technology applied to Short Tale-Off and Land (STOL)

military transports. The salient features of AW technology when

applied to a C-130 would be: faster cruise (M.8), greater

payload/range (40,000 lbs, over 4,000 nm), superior STOL field

performance, and ease of handl ing and f l ight path stabi l ity

dur ing the loss of the critical engine during STr,_ landings and

takeoffs (the bane of the earlier Aavanced Medium STOL Transport

[AMST) research aircraft,.

The idea for a joint U.S. /Canada project to demonstrate these

capabilities was conceived in '983 by Dr. Richard DeLauer, thL-r.

Undersecretary of Research ard Engireering, U.f . Department of

T-1- Lt.Col. J.E. McGee CF
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Defense, and is currently on the agenda of The United

States/Canada Aerospace Systems Division Task Force. The logic

behind Dr. De Lauer's focus on the AW C-130 marriage is clear: r

the aircraft is currently in production, it approximates the

tactical airlifter requirement of most air forces, but needs the

enhanced STOL, cruise and payload/range performance, or

productivity, of the AW technology. The AW conversion of a

C-130 would be affordable. Costs would be approximately the

same as re-winging and re-engining the C-130 (not an unimportant

factor since the USAF buys its engines for the C-130 on a

*separate contract from the aircraft itself, and the wings are

produced by the Convair Division of General Dynamics.). AW

technology is equally applicable to an all-new tactical

airlifter designed to maximize performance and productivity

gains.

The interests of other nations could also be well served

through the application of AW technology to their future

tactical airlift needs. The United Kingdom, and Australia have

candidate C-130 fleets as do a number of other NATO and third

world nations who would appreciate the affordability of the

proposal. Since the AW technology is applicable to a variety of

proven airframes, it would also be possible to convert the

European equivalent of the C-1309 the Transall, with the

attendant economic, political and military benefits.

The extensive effort which has gone into AW research and

analysis has resulted in a technology which is sufficiently

mature for development in a variety of tactical airlift

applications at low economic and performance risk. The

I -2- Lt.Col. J.E. McGee CF
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affordabilit>, and practicality of AW technology solutions to

tactical airlift problems and efforts to support their joint

production will be the main focus of this paper.

Joint research is also in progress on a derivative ejector

lift technology for a Supersonic Short Take-Off/Vertical Land

(SSTOVL) fighter type aircraft. (It was De Havilland Canada's

ejector-lift technology which formed the basis of the De

Havilland/General Dynamics E-7 SSTOVL research aircraft). In the

interest of time, fighter developments, including potential
NP

pilot trainer applications, will only be discussed briefly at

Chapter VII.

MILITARY AIRLIFT - HISTORICAL INSUFFICIENCY.

Military history is full of examples where the air land or

air drop in-theater deliver:/ of troops and war-fighting materiel

was key to success in combat. In World War II, aircraft design

and strategy evolved to include not only combat, but combat

support i in a more comprehensive definition of air power.

Recognition of the operational constraints on the delivery,

timing and sustainment of combat which is attributable to a lack

of military airlift was evident from those early days.
2  The

nature and capability of military airlift evolved further during

the next forty years as United States and allied forces,

variously, fought in, defended, sustained or otherwise

participated in the Berlin Airlift, the Suez, the Congo, Israel,

Korea, Vietnam, the Falklands and Grenada, for example.

Following World War II, the United States adopted a strategy

of deterrence through forward defense requiring continual global

resupply of forces permanently stationed outside of the

-3- Lt.Col. J.E. MCGee CF I
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Continental United States, and the rapid deployment of forces

committed to alliances or reacting to threats to vital United

States national interests.

"The people and dollars we devote to defense cannot be
employed effectively without efficient processes for
the rapid transition from peace to war -- mobilization

-- and for the timely movement of forces to the battle
field -- deployment. Our ability to mobilize and
deploy our forces rapidly is as important to our
deterrence strategy as the warfighting capability of the
forces themselves.". . . "This strategy serves as a
powerful deterrent to aggression. To support it we
maintain: . -- Projection forces capable of rapidly
transporting our active and reserve forces to the
location of a conflict."

3

As the supply-line stretched, airlift capacity, the core of

these "projection forces", did not keep pace. In the seventies

Army doctrine and modernization were based on larger and he-avier

vehicles impacting the design of military air transports, and

further exacerbating airlift shortfalls qualitatively and

quantitatively.

"The U.S. Army spent a 9reat deal of money in the late
19 7 0s to "heavy up" its divisions, thinking in
particular about conditions on the European central

front. Now it is enthusiastic about "light infantry,"
relatively easy to transport to trouble spots.
Unfortunately, light divisions are mobile by air
transport, but less so once they arrive on the scene,
because they have fewer aircraft and vehicles. What
approach is the right one? Either. It depends on what
you expect to need, and that involves imperfect
knowledge and judgement. As usual, the safest is to
strike a balance - and do some of each. 4

Congress directed the Secretary of Defense to define the

magnitude of the problem through a study of U.S. military %

mobility requirements in 1981 which DOD completed that April.

In response to defense guidanc- to provide a minimum level of

airlift capabilty, the U.S. Air Force published an Airlift

Master Plan in 1983 which detired the size of airlift and the

1 -4- Lt.Col. J.E. McGee CF
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fleet mix, including Initial Operational Capability (IOC) of the

C-17 strategic airlifter in 1992.

"Of particular significance, none of the proposed
increases actually satisfied the shortfalls identified.
They were merely fiscally realistic goals. For airlift,
the recommended objective was an additional capabilit',
of 20 million ton-miles per day beyond the 46 million
ton-mileage level projected for FY 86. This total of
66 million ton-miles per day has become the accepted
goal for U.S. airlift capability."

5

The 66 million ton miles per day refers to tonnage to be

delivered over long (strategic), or intertheater, ranges on C- 5 ,

C-141 and C-17 type aircraft.

"The scenario used in sizing our forces is a worldwide
conventional conflict with the Soviet Union and its
allies. This scenario severely challenges our
mobilization planning and deployment capabilities
because it recognizes both the ability of the Warsaw
Pact to launch a major attack on NATO with very little
warning and the significant advantages the Soviets and
their allies enjoy through their proximity to several
critical theaters -- Europe, Southwest Asia, and
Northeast Asia.

"'6

While the important requirement for strategic airlift has not

yet been satisfied, planned acquisitions provide a solution by

the end of the century when the C-17 program will be completed.

As alluded to above, strategic airlift is not the only problem,

but it is an important starting point for the discussion r f

tactical airlift which is the theme of this paper. The L oops

and materiel to be moved within, or intra-, theater are linked

directly to the deployed forces and their sustainment. Thus, a

review of the strategic airli t anal/sis was a prerequisite to

the discussion of the next military airlift problem to be

solved: a new generation tactical airlifter for the intratheater

movement of troops and materiel -- a field currently dominated

by the C-130.

-5- Lt.Col. i.E. McGee CF
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Distance is not the dominant factor in intratheater

operations and capability is measured in tons per day. The

current USAF C-130 fleet can move 9,200 tons per day: 7 a

capacity requirment which is unlikely to diminish, thus could be

a minimum, or floor, capability level.

The C-130 fleets of the USAF and most of the allies will

begin reaching the end of their economic lives in the first

decade of the 21st Century. Even so, another 15 to 20 years of

operations will tax the ability of air forces to support the

earlier model aircraft approaching 30 and 40 years of service in

a harsh operating environment.

When the C-130 was developed, its design was subject to

ridicule and its success was not anticipated. The design and

success of the next generation airlifter cannot be approached in

like manner. First, the need for tactical airlift is too great

to be left to such chance. Second, the cost of producing a new

aircraft dictates a syster-tic development. As large numbers o+

this fleet of some 1800 aircraft begin to retire, replacement

becomes more practical. Once the C-17 enters the production

phase, a new tactical airlifter for the USAF will become

Sbudgetarily practicable.

FINANCING AIRLIFT

In spate of the overwhelming need for military airlift, th&

funding of programs has never been easy. The delay and

stretching out of the C-17 program as a case in point. Now, th&

Gramm-Rudman-Hollings amendment has the potential of imposin9

automatic spending constriants on DOD which w.ould seriousl,' cut

across a I defense prograrn%. a I i tir air ift programs are at

1 -6- Lt.Col. J.E. Mc(,,-. C,5
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fragile stages and could be criopled if the

Gramm-Rudman-Hollings amendment is triggered. Even if the

automatic feature is avoided, DOD is unlikely to enjoy the

relatively easy approval of Defense programs of the past five

years until the budget deficit is eliminated and the American

people are convinced that the threat warrants the expenditure.

Secretary Weinberger has eloquently stated the administration's

view of the need to sustain a strong defense budget in a recent

article in Defense Review:

"The argument that in meeting the current deficit

crisis, fairness requires cuts to be divided equally

between defense and domestic programs has a superficial
plausability. But consider this proposition. Some of

the needs addressed by federal domestic spending can

also be met by state governments, local governments,
nonprofit enterprises:, business and individuals. But

if the U.S. government fails to provide for the

nation's defense, no one else can fill the gap. .

"Strength is the price we must pay for peace. Over the

past five years, the Congress has appropriated the funds

to restore our strength and to secure the peace. If we
persist, we now have the prospect of the most far-
reaching agreements ever achieved with the Soviet Union

to . . overcome the threat of nuclear annihilation.

But such agreements can only be achieved if we

negotiate from strength . .

"The choice is ours: we can buy the forces required to
secure freedom and peace for ourselves, our allies, our
descendants; or we can meanly conclude it is too great

an effort, falter and thus yield to the forces of
totalitarianism and tyranny.

"8

Notwithstanding the poignancy of the Secretary's assessment,

the administration and Congress remain in a classic standoff of
Z'%

foreign and defense versus domestic spending priorities. One

conclusion which may be drawn from the economic crunch facing

DOD is that the opportunity to enhance operational capability

with more affordable programs will be paramount. Thus, the AW

technology should realize high priority.

-7- Lt.Col. J.E. McGee CF
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CANADA/UNITED STATES COOPERATION

As a natural consequence of being each others largest trading e.

partners, there is a strong tradition of industrial and

governmental collaboration between the United States and Canada.

Canadian Forces modernization in recent years has seen the

largest ever peacetime orders placed for American-made aircraft.

In, fact, ever since the cancellation of its own CF-105 Arrow

fighter program in 1958, 9 Canadian military aircraft have almost

exclusively been procured from the USA. Still unsatisfied

requirements mean substantial future orders remain to be placed.

This is certainly the case in tactical airlift where Canada not

only has a need for reasonable numbers of aircraft, but has a

significant technology contribution to make. Moreover, the

Canadian aerospace industry has a solid reputation for building

quality components for all of the prime US aerospace

manufacturers.10 A large segment of the Canadian aerospace

industry is earmarked to supply the US defense effort within the

Ile

context of a cooperative North American Defense Industrial Base.

Large volumes of work for US forces are undertaken annuall/

through the Defence Development Sharing Agreement. Partners in

NORAD and NATO, a partnership in aircraft production is a

logical progression of the relationship.

As discussed above, Dr. Richard De Lauer suggested that the

Canadian augmentor-wing powered lift technology concept could

interest the USAF when applied to the Lockheed C-130 aircraft,

at a meeting in Washington in April 1983.11 Follow-up briefings

were given to USAF, USN and NASA 1 2 officials on September 19,

1963 and again with the USAF in November of that year. In 1984

-8- Lt.Col. J.E. M Gee CF P%
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a USAF team from the Air Force Laboratories at Wright Patterson

'A Air Force Base,1 3 conducted an audit of the technology and gave

ia stogendorsement. As a result of their recommendations

for a more modern technology engine, dialogue was initiated with

Pratt and Whitney and General Electric. Pratt and Whitney

enthusiasm for the project led to their proposal of the PW2037

turbo fan which was briefed to officials in USAF, Systems

Command and MAC Headquarters irn 1985. Discussions are ongoing

among De Havilland, Boeing, Pratt and Whitney and CanadianI

Government and US Air Force officials to determine how a joint

project for a modified C-130 demonstrator might proceed.

President Reagan and Prime Minister Mulronaey reaffirmed the

Canada/US Defense Development Sharing Agreement and the need to

strengthen the North Americ.:ri defense industrial base at their

first summit, in Quebec, in) March, 1985. In October, 1985,

Secretary Weinberger arid Defence Minister Nielsen ag3reed to

address, as a matter of priority, the issue of joint

*participation in major projects. Tht C-130 Augraentor Witig

Powered Lil t Demonstrator vo*j, :ptc i f iciil Iy i denit ified dur ig

their discussions and is beinig .uppur ted by the technical staffs

*of both countries anid the joitit DLfense Trade Opporturtities T' l.i

For ce.

SUMMlIAR Y

Augmyenton -wi ng powered i f t techno Iog,, has the potut tial to

combine conventional fi.(ed-oirie aircraft with exceptional short

tale-of f anrd Iand f i el d pt r f Lir trce whil 1e enhanc ing cru ise,

pa%'.Iload and rarige capab iIi t ie ow ir-d tic rd Ii ri charac ter isti1cs,

part i cu lar I; i n the enrgin.at-Lut Ld .e. The tfeLhnolog3y is

1 -9- Lt.Col. J.E. N Gee CF



sufficiently mature that this can be achieved at low

technological and fiscal risk. Related work extends to vertical

take-off in transport type aircraft, and in pilot trainers and

fighters, using a tilt-wing and ejector-lift and vectored thrust

respectively. A range of alternative applications of this

technology provide affordable solutions to upgrading the

performance of inventory or future design tactical airlifters.

The opportunity to reduce the unit cost of any of these

solutions exists through joint developtnent and production by. the

United States and Canada as well as interested allies.

Amplification of these views is discu~sed in succeedAig

"  chapters.

-ILA
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Industry: A Capability Guide 1985-86, (Toronto, Ontario, Canada:

Aerospace Canada International, 1985). While not the subject of

this paper, the Canadian aerospace industry very likely has the
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did not return the January, 1982 visit by the President and

Vice-President Engineering of De Havilland.
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Air Force Journal of Logistics, Winter 1986, p. 33.
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CHAPTER II

TACTICAL AIFLIFT REQUIREMENTS

Definin9 the requirement for a new weapons system requires an

artful blending of the technologically possible with the

operationally necessary and the affordable. The technologically

possible, itself, requires risk trade-offs between new

technology and incremental advances in proven engineering

design. Technology considerations of the Augmentor-Wing (AW) ..

will be left to succeeding chapters. This Chapter will

concentrate on the operationally r,ecessary - the requirement for

a new tactical airlifter.

TACTICAL AIRLIFT OPERATIONS

Tactical airlifters are rugged aircraft designed for

self-sustained in-theater operations. Their loads comprisL the

vehicles, equipment and troops of the arm)' and, to a lesser

extent, the navy and air force. Unlike civilian airli ners,

rapid on- and off-load of wide-bodied rolling stock, air

delivery via air drop or Low Altitude Parachute Extraction

(LAPES), in-flight refuelling and a variety of special

operations characterize the routine mission mix of tactical

airli+ters. In western air forces there are a number of

tactical airlifters of various capabilities and capacities;

however, more C-130 Hercules aircraft have been built and used

by air, forces than any other modern tactical airlifter. Thus it

is the C-130 which has comhe to symbolize tactical airlift, and

which is considered to be ti.,? aselirne fromn which to develop a

future generation tactical airlifter.
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The threat to tactical airlift missions flown in Vietnam-,

the Falklands3, and Grenada
4 is representative of the future

combat environment. Of these the Falk~lands Campaign affords the .

unique opportunity to study tactical airlift missions and the

combat environment from both sides of the war. The Argentine

Air Force (AAF) considered their C-130s "ideal for the mission,

but the other aircraft were not, because they were basically

airliners." 5  Most flights irto Port Stanley's 4,10Oft by 75ft

strip were at night (a Royal Air Force (RAF) bomb cut the 150'

width in half but did not restrict the length), and from about

100 miles out the airlifters would be flown at 50', on the radar

altimeter. Or, reaching the islands, terrain masking was used to

avoid being spotted by radar. Nicht landings were made without

approach aids, lights or ricjht viior, equipment. Operations

persisted under consistently poor conditions, but were cancellw.

on three days when the crosuwinds were 90 degrees to a wet

r ur.way. One AAF C-130 was shot down by a combination of AIM-9L

and 30mm cannon. 6

The RAF airlift problem difftrd from the AAF by adding thv

complication of great strategic transit distances to the

* tactical delivery requirement. Ascension Island was the stag ng

base: 3,'00nm from England and 3,300m from the FallAlands. The

air effort to move person r, el , equipme,,t ar d suppl ies across

these distances highlighted deficiencies in air refuelling

(del iver in3 and receiving) r.d seIf-contained lu, j-range

navication capability. Ouicl. fixE1.i iaere irmprovised. Probes

6- ere. attached to some C-130s and Victor bo bt.rs (too late to bte

used in the war, other C-130s vuerL fitted with ceriter-line ho _-- .
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through the cargo door). To overcome the speed differential

between the C-130s and the Victor tankers, refuelling was

completed while descending at 235 Knots (the Victor overtook the

C-130 which plugged in as the Victor came by). RAF C-130s did

not lard at the Falklands. Supplies were air dropped irnto the

sea, in orne-ton waterproof containers, beside a designated ship.

This was a time-consuming task( as each container had to be

recovered before the next one was dropped. The first such C-130O

mission took just over 24 hours and cover-ed a dibtance of

6, 300nm.,

From these stories of a short, recent war we have seern the

C-130 performing the customary tactical airlift missions many of

which are, or border on, the domain of SP Llal operations:

f lyirng in high threat environments, coniductin-3 routir.L arid

unique air drop and air refuelling procedures over short and

excuss.ivel-, long rangjes. This inherernt flexibility to project

intra theater force-- over irnter theater raria3es nets greater

mission productivity and must be built into future generation

tactical airlifters. The Augmertor-Wir1 9 technology could

provide the needed capabilit,e.

THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE REQUIREMENT FOR AN
*ADVANCED TACTICAL TRANSPORT (AfT)

The ftre.-oin9 wartime accourit is a vivid aid to uridersztadira9

that the tactical military airlift mission - to carry the

na t o r-alI war f ig ht 1 rigc cap.ab i I i L y to LDnrd w it h in t ht: c ombat I
t heater - r equ ir es uni que C.a paL I IIt ' a,5e t s no t ri~eded i n t he

c ivilI sec tor or i n a p er f c t 1, .' , pcf U I worId. Fur thte Unaited

States, the war fighting capzbilIit.1 ' to be airlifted is%

predicat,=c1 or a tvwo-proncic' :iJcbcl ctrategy,. In Europe airiift -
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is needed to augment and sustain forward-deployed United States

forces. Elsewhere, it is necessary, first of all, to deploy the

needed combat capability, and then to augment and sustain it.

Secretary Weinberger's succinct analysis of both situations is

drawn from his annual report to Congress.

"Rapid reinforcement is central to a successful defense of

NATO. Because the Warsaw Pact maintains a large active
military force alon9 its borders with Western Europe, and
the road and rail networks would support a rapid enemy
buildup, NATO must be prepared to reinforce its in-place

forces immediately upon receiving firm indication that a
Pact buildup had begun. The timely arrival of reinforcing
units from the United States would be ke/ to an effective
forward defense during the opening weeks of war, when the
risk of a Pact breakthrough would otherwise be high. Our
initial reinforcements would include six Army divisions,
60 tactical fighter squadrons, and one Marine Amphibious
Brigade -- all of which would have to be delivered to their
combat positions, with support detachments, within 10 days
of a decision to mobilize. Given the constraints of
distance and timing, the forces would have to go by air,
and draw on equipment that had been prepositioned for them
in Europe in advance.

" 8

As the strategic airlift force delivers the estimated 66

million ton miles per day to Europe, it is the tactical airlift

task to redistribute the troops, rateri-l, provisions ad

repairables to and from the forward areas. Tactical airlift

would also move any prepositioned equipment which is at r isk u

being overrun, or which is needed in another theater at any

particular time.

In Oouth West Asia (SWA),

"The problems we would face in . deployment differ from
those of a NATO reinforcement in three respects: a Soviet
threat to SWA would take longer to moiterialize because of
the limited road and rjil systems and the greater distarac,
to be travelled; we have ro forward-deployed forces ir, the
region; and we, too, would hAve to contend with limited
road and rail systems, as -,jel) as limited port facilitieb.
A deplorent to SWA would require moving our forces some

8,000 nautical miles by air (nearly duuble the distance to
Europe) and more than 12,000 nautical miles by sea (more
than three times as far as to Europe). At their desti-
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nation, our troops would be operating from ports and air-

fields that lack the modern cargo-handling equipment found

at European facilities. Moreover, since no US combat units
are based in SWA in peacetime, we would have to deploy an

entire fighting force, with all of its support elements --

and do so very quickly."
9

The military airlifter with its roll-on, roll-off capability

is inherently designed for these combat areas which lack, or

have poor quality, airfields, personnel and car9o-handling

*facilities where the redistribution task of the tactical airlift

fleet is compounded.

The USAF has 518 tactical airlift C-130s. The Secretary does U

not envisage any growth in fleet size, but the next tactical

airlifter will require greater capacity or productivity, or

both. The speed and payload/range capabilities of an enhanced

STOL Augmentor-Wing tactical airlifter provide the spectrum of

capabilities needed by the United States.

THE CANADIAN REQUIREMENT

The Canadian requirement for tactical airlift differs from

the United States in two distinct ways. First, Canadian defence

policy is predicated on national, riot global, policy objectives

except for two key alliances: NATO and NORAD. Second, since

Canada does not have a strategic airliFt fleet for reinforcement

and resupply of European NATO, her tactical airlifters fall heir

to that task. The deployment and sustainment of NATO-committed N
"~N¢

Canadian Forces require the entire airlift fleet: leaving no ,

aircraft for other priority national defence tasks. Even then

". the fleet size is inadequate, as reported in two recent studies

*. concerned with Canadian defence capabilities by the Senate of

Canada, I 0 and the Canadian Business Council on National

N
- Issues. The Senate Committee confirmed " what it had
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expected to find:

Air Transport Group's fleet lLks numbers, is over utilized

and suffers from increasing obsolescence." . . . 'Our
present Hercules fleet is inadequate and aging. It needs

to be almost doubled in size. Present holdings should be
updated and life-extended to meet the various requirements

the, are likely to face in the next decade. 12

The basis for the Senate Committee conclusion that the
p

airlift fleet needs to be almost doubled in size is the NATO

commitment requiring "extensive" in-theater operations as well

as heavy strategic airlift. This leaves no tactical airlifters

to support Defence of Canada or Defence of North America war

tasks, or the continuing support tasks for which only tactical

airlifters are suited. Moreover, "NATO strategists now believe

that a land war in Europe could conceivably last several

months." 1 3 The longer the war, the greater the attrition and

the larger the requirement.

The limited size of the Canadian Forces authorized tactical

airlift fleet (28 C-130s) compared with defence commitments has

resulted in utilization rates at, virtually, wartime levels. CF

C-130s are flown in excess of twice the rate of USAF, or most

other air force, C-130s resulting in faster aircraft aging, and

the erosion of the reserve capacity of a "younger" fleet at the

outbreak of war. Thus, the peacetime C-130 fleet could be

doubled in size from 28 to 56 C-130s 1 4 just to correct the

uniquely high utilization rate by halving it. In wartime this

--"
4  

"doubled" fleet could be flown at twice the normal peacetime

flying, or utilization, rate and fulfill the current NATO

commi tments.

For years Canadian governments have expressed an interest in

stronger Northern and Arctic defences. The CF-18 is tasked to
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operate from Forward Operating Locations (FOLs)iin the North, but

will require tactical airlift support. As well, all CF-18s can

be air-refuelled. The force multiplier effect of in-flight

refuelling prompted the Senate Committee to recommend the

acquisition of six tactical airlift tankers.
1 5

For the Defence of Canada, the Senate acknowledged that the,

"Canadian Forces must have the air transport capability needed

to airlift a brigade of troops to any Northern or coastal points

which may be threatened by disorders or outside interference or

incursion. "16 Fleet size would depend upon the time within

which the force was to be assembled and deployed and whether a

this task is to be double-hatted with the NATO commitment, or a

stand-alone commitment.

The Senate Committee looked across the Air Transport Group

(ATG) inventory and commented on the variety of dissimilar

aircraft performing airlift tasks. Citing the logistics,

training and operational benefits of commonality in aircraft

types, to the extent possible, recommendations were made on .

replacing most of the old CF aircraft with larger fleets of

fewer types of modern aircraft. Except for the call for more

C-130s, the recommendations focussed on utilizing aircraft

currently produced in Canada. An alternative plan is worth

considering.

The aircraft to be replaced include the nine venerable

Dakotas (C-47s), fourteen Bffalos (C-3B) and eight

Twin-Otters. The Dakotas are Air Re .erve aircraft which have an.

airlift role but limited capability. The Buffalos and

Twin-Otters have twi roles: Search arid Rescue (SAR) and tactical
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airlift. These 31 aircraft perform two tasks which the C-130 is

designed for and does in air forces around the world: tactical

airlift and SAR. A common C-130-type airframe to replace these

31 aircraft added to the six tankers and the 56 required for the

tactical airlift mission would realize the econorries of scale

the Senators were seeking and enhance operational effectiveness.

Buying U.S.-made C-130s off-the-shelf would not address the need

to stimulate the Canadian aerospace industry, which was the

thrust of Committee recommendations for acquiring more of the

types of aircraft currently made in Canada. An augmentor wing

version of the C-130 or new tactical airlifter would satisfy

both requirements. The ninety-three aircraft needed to meet the

tasks identified by the Senate Committee would go a long way

towards the break-even point of an an augmentor wing tactical

airlifter project, making it a viable and affordable

proposition. Acquisition of a fleet of this size usin9 Canadian

technology makes good political sense, even for a domestic

stand-alone project, althou-jh the production run might not be

quit.& enough to reach the break-even point. A few small

customers added to the CF requirement could make the project nut

only affordable, but profitable. Clearly a requirement of this

magnitude is an attractive nucleus for a joint project with a

major partner who would share the rist, and up-front investwent

while cooperatively developing and phasing in the new aircraft.

%
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OTHER NATION REQUIREMENTS

Approximately three years ago, aerospace industr/

representatives of four countries ir,itiated discussion on a

collaborative project to develop a C-130 replacement labelled

the Future International Military Airlifter (FIMA). The%

consortium comprised Lockheed (USA), MBB (Germany), Aerospatiale

(France) and British Aerospace (UK). The objective of FIIA is

for those companies to produce a single set of specifications

that would meet the needs of their national air forces. Broad

agreement has been reached on a single design; however, details

have been witheld from non-participarnts.

What seems to be emerging from FIMA is an aircraft riot too

dissimilar from the C-130 or the Transall which would enter-

service near the end of this century. The aircraft must be

developed from the outset as a rugged military aircraft

optimised for intra-theater operations and built to low-unit

cost. Talke-of f and landing performance must be bet ter thars the

current C-130. Improved speed/payload/range is required to be

capable of long, unrefuelled flights with a useful payload at .7

or .8M cruise. The RAF requires a larger cargo capacity than the

current C-130 (De Havilland has dore parametric studies of a

wide-bodied C-130 which would i (kely satisfy this newd. As

-., wel 1 , the augmentor wing with its i-hter structural weight I
would make the stretched C-130 more productive). These

requirements almost certainly result from an analsis of the

Falklands Conflict as discusued abovo.

The early meetings of FINA also included planning for

strategic airlifters. In INoverabtr, 1984, European Dewfwicw
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Ministers agreed to collaborate on a Future Transport Aircraft

(FTA) in a purely European context. In June, 1985 Ministers

urged that the work under the Independent European Prograwime .

Group (IEPG) should be extended to include future requirements

for Airborne Early Warning (AEW), Maritime and Tanker aircraft

under the catch-all title Future Large Aircraft (FLA). There

does seem to be support for rationalising the military fleets of

large aircraft around a single design, essentially derivatives

of a basic military airlifter. Initial Operational Capability

(IOC) dates are expected to be between 2000-2010. The staffing

of mission needs documents and staff targets is currently in

'f progress.

These two initiatives were planned by the Europeans as means

of speaking with a single voice on their future airlift

requirements - aircraft which could also be common NATO military

airliftersand perhaps tanker, ASW and AEW aircraft. If NATO is

to develop aircraft common to the entire alliance, discussions

need to be opened with the United States and Canada. Certainly,

the Canadian Senators have called for this in their report on

military air transport discussed above. More Importantly, the

baseline requirements compare very favorably with the Canadian

and United States needs and the augmrentar-wing technology is

very likely the best way' to achieve the low-cost, low-risk

performance benefits the Europeans seek.

Recent discussions between officials of the Canadian

Department of External Affairs (DEA) and the Australian

Government indicate RAAF interest in exploring the possibility

of converting their C-130s with the augmentor wing. The RAAF
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drnd Ct fl eet5 are about the same 5iz&. No other details of the

RAAF requirements are kniown at this timne.

For all of the differences in the descriptions, or

definitions of individual requirements, there are great

similarities amon9st the tactical airlift needs of air forces.

These similarities could be the foundation of a cooperative

development project. The scope of such a project could vary

from a technology demonstration of speciall/ modified

Augmentor-Win9 versions of the C-130 to development and

production of a new 9eneration tactical airlifter incorporating

the Auqmentor-Wirig. Current USAF and European planning centers

on ar all-new aircraft. This may, in the end, be the most

practicable solution, but alternatives will be examined in

, succeedin9 chapters.

Notwithstandin9 Canada's technology lead, the initiative and

choice for tactical airlift enhancement through a major aircraft

modification or new production aircraft rests with the

governmerts of those air forces which require sufficient numbers

to be able to amortize reasonably the development costs. The

European cooperative approach commends itself to a broader group A

of allies. The joint production process is still foreign to %

North Americans, although the realities of Gramm-Rudman-HollIngs

ma eventually impose such solutions.

Currertly, USAF planners are examnining their own requirement

for a tactical ainlifter at the turn of the century. The first

step in the process is the preparation of a Statement of Need

(SON) b,' the operational command, Mil I tary Airlaft Command (MAC)

Heodqjarters staff. Supportin9 studies are being coordinated
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through the Requirements Planning Department of Aerospace

Systems Division (ASD/XRMI), at Wright Patterson Air Force Base.

TACTICAL MOBILITY MISSION ANALYSIS (TMMA).

The first of these supporting studies is a Tactical Mobility

Mission Analysis (TMMA) of the requirement for an Advanced

Tactical Transport (ATT) whern the USAF C-130 aircraft reach the

end of their economic lives in the first decade of the 21st

century. The study is oriented towards the user's needs in the

operational combat environment envisaged during the life of the

aircraft in the next century. Inputs have been sought froi key

Arm>, and Air Force staffs [Figure 2J (particularly the Combined

Arms Center, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas and the Airlift Concepts

Requirements Agercy at MAC HQ), responsible for doctrine or

operational planning. Considerable attention has been given to
4.

the lessons of history, as applied to tactical airlift, as well

as the thinking contained in the latest draft of the Airland

Battle 2000,17 for example, in order to gain greater insight

into the intratheater tasks of the next century.

Ref lecting the times and the electronic battlefield, much of

the analysis is devoted to threat, to include the need for

*, greater survivability through EW protection, active self-defense

and the use of maneuver and speed at low altitude. Army and Air

Force planners share concerns over the need to minimize the time

aircraft and paratroops are exposed over drop zones. Possible

solutions being discussed include paratroop drops at 250 Kts

from 300 ft-.t, squad or platoon sized airdrops on pallets and

airdroppir9 on coordinat w5jithout slowing down. An AW alrcraft

capable of rapid deceleratior arid acceleration, and safe and
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comfortable low fli9ht it slow speeds (e.g., 65 to 80 kts LAPES)

w ould provide an attractive capability.

The maximum numbers of airlifters on the ground (MOG) is seen

as the critical factor in delivering airlift loads to airheads.

A sortie effectiveness model is being developed to determine the

optimum means of sortie generation. This will include

maintenance factors, MOG, and the use of intermediate

airheads.In certain scenarioni, a stead, and sustained flow of

aircraft, as currently planned, could chol.e the facilities and

capacity of the destination airfield. In such cases aircraft t

would be held on the ground at an intermediate departure point

avia itin4 an offloadirig slot at destination before being

authorized for take-off. A hi gh dash speed capability, such as

offered by an Augmentor-Wing aircraft, would facilitate a future -

ai.Iifter's capability to respond.

Not surprisingly, the TMMA study uses the C-130 (updated to

the )et 2010) , its strengths and deficiencies, as a comparative

basetlzine. Industry respondents are co-participants in the study

whjFich was initiated in July, 1935. Industrial participants will

consider and propose design criteria, technology opportunities

arid s-,stern5 concepts for the new tactical airl ifter, then join

A-D i n the Londuct of an ir, t-rnal tvsluat ion, or val idation, of

their analses. Study, completion it. scheduled for July, 1987.

' SUMMAPY

The USAF and her alli 311 appear to have quite differe,t

spec iic requirements for a newi tactical airlifter. Yet, their

prupused solutions are stril ir, ly similar. The baseline

aircraft is a C-130, or som.,e;-.h,it larger version of one, with
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much improved STOL performance, longwr ran9, Letter

payload/range, higher speed (M.3 ), arid over ll better

productivity and efficiency. Sone air forces need a tctical

airlifter. which can also operate over strategic rarges. Any air

force would benefit from this capability. The Augmentor -Wirg

techrnolog,, seems tailor-rnad= for all of these requirernerts.

Subsequernt chapters wi I I discuss how.

%
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stall, the MIG crashed. In spite of the harrowing experience, V
the crew were not credited with the kill, decorated or otherwise

honored.

7 De Seversky envisaged a need for 6,Ontm ranges in his 1942

book Victory Through Air Power, as quoted in Air Force. 2000 and

* cited by Dr. Leonard C. Gaston, "Planning for Force Projection," .p

in Air University Review, XXXVI(2), (January-February 1985), 91. .

3 FY 1987 Report of Secretary of Defense Caspar W. Weinberger,

235.

9 lbd
91Ib id ...

1 Oe p ort of the Special Committee of the Senate on National

Defence: Military Air Transport The Honourable Paul C. Lafnnd,

chairman. (Ottawa, Ontario, Canada: Queen's Printer for Can.ida,

February 1986)

'1 "Carada's Defence Polic/: Capabilities versus Commitments,"

A Position Paper of the Business Council on National Issues Tak

Force on Foreign Policy ard Defence, Peter A.G. Cameron,

chairman. Ottai.wa, September, 1984.
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1 2 Senitor PaLI C. Lafond. Report of the- S rci,il Committee o+

the Senate on National Def-nce: N I itzr, Air Transport The
Honourable P3ul C. Lfond, chairman. (Ottawa, Ontario, Canada:
Queen's Printer for Canada, Februar / 198), pp. xiii-v. -x-"

1 3 Ibid, p.2. .

*1 The Senators settled or. 47 alrcraft based or, the task, but
without corisiderir9 attr ition, or utilization rate. Fift>,-six
tactical airlifters wMould be required to cut the peacetime
flyinq rate in half and it is the tumber rtquired to complete
the rissior i ithin the time constraints and allow for 20 percent
attrition. This assumes that the C-130s are fully dedicated to
the deployment as no C-130s k.jould be available for concurrent

t as I. i n g.

15Ibid, p.21

16 
Ibid, pp.20-1

"The Fundamentals of Airland Battle Doctrine," Draft
Chapter 2 of U.S. Arm), Doctrine Manual FM 100-5 dated 18

-' October, 1985; John L. Romjue. From Active Defense to Airland
Battle: The Development of Arm' Doctrine 1973-1982. (Fort
Monroe, VA: United States Arm>' Training and Doctrine Command,

1984). An interesting series of articles on the AirLand Battle
* are contained in Combat Weapons. Summer 85, pp. 15-55.

1 8 Based on a program contained in a thesis written at AFIT by

Capt. Tom Manacapilli, USAF, "A Methodology for Identifying Cost
Effective Strategic Force Mixes."
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CHAPTER III

~ SPECIAL OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS

The Special Operations Force (SOF) evolved from the USAF

Special Air Warfare Center (SAWC). SAWC was origin~ally

established to train friendly foreigni forces in the employment

of counterinsurgenc"-. (COIN) techniques in their homeland, and

not to create a new combat capability within the USAF.

Eventually, the capability in "low-level parachute resupp,

close air support, use of flares for night operations, assault

takeoffs and landingst psychological missions with leaflets arid

Nloudspeakers, and other couriterguerilla techniques." I was needaed

by the USAF, itself, in Vietnam. I'ow, under the general heading

of special operations are several specific tasks currently beinig

performed by C-130-derivative aircraft which outline the

* capability being sought in a new tactical airlifter.

EC-130H COMPASS CALL

The Compass CallI is a specially configured C-130 aircraft

designed to disrupt enemy communications systems from standoff

ranges. There are currently nine in service arnd DOD is seeking

six more corversions.2

MC-170H COMB~AT TALON

The Combat Talon is a tactical support aircraft flown by' the

Special Operations Forces. Its primary mission is to drop cornb.3t

per sornnel arid equ ipment beh ind enemy-, lines. An array of special

neavigaitirng arnd self-protection devices help the aircraft fly

throt.gh ernmy air space at tii ht and at a low enough altitude to

avoid radar detection. The -A(- forci-- plansi to acquire a total

%4
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of 35 Combat Talons, of which 14 will be modified C-130s and the

remainder new-production models (MC-13OHs). All of the modified

aircraft are already in service. Five of the new aircraft are

on order, with deliveries scheduled to begin in 1988. Together

with the FY 1986 authorization, the FY 1987-91 program provides

funds for the remaining 16 aircraft, all of which are scheduled

to enter service by FY 1993.3

AC-130 GUNSHIP

The AC-130 is a modified C-130 aircraft whose primary mission

is to provide support for special operations and for

conventional targets by employing its highly accurate guns
4

against enerny targets. The aircraft is configured with a

precision-navigatIon system, terrain-following radar, and

electronically aimed weapons. Deliveries of the 12

new-production aircraft will begin in FY 1990 and continue

through FY 1992, offsetting the retirement of older-model

aircraft. The new gunships -till help revitalize "our" special

operations forces. A taste for the utility of the AC-130 is

expressed by General Momyer:

The "...AC-130 and its sophisticated sensor system
proved the best weapon 5ystem . . . for (nighttime) target

acquisition. With its low light TV or infrared sensor, the

AC-130 was able to miark targets . . . accurately . . for
follow-on attachks by fighters . . . deliver direct fire
against tanks and . . . use laser designators [to] .

illuminate targets for fighters to attack with laser

bombs.
6

There are similar stories throughout the Vietnam War, but +w-f

capture the hostile environment or the variety of tactLical

airlift tasks better than the ill-tirned, but uth ,

Imaginative raid to release priso ti z oi uji f rcjr,% '2j , T.ci.

High altitudz "strafing" b,,' cjA,1 . J ,.. ,,t tlI. c Il'
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offensivc- task of C-130s. In a discussion of t-he usEi of Sovieit

airlift-?rs irs Afghanistan, it has bE-en said,b

As . t he Sov iets may be cop/ ing U. S. tr anspor t Lac t i c
Lusec irn Vietnam. Some sources have sue39esttd thitt AN-12
Cub tranlsports have been used- as bombers b/ rolling bombs
doijri arid off the tail romp -hi le in flIicght. Its Vietnam,
the United State,. useLd L5,000-purd bombs dropped from
C-130 transports to cleat, helicopter assault zon~es irt the '
junqie.

'E.EARCIA AND PESCUE (SAP)

Wh-en one thinks of C-130s in, the SAR role, the Unuited Staters

Coast Guard (USCG) comes readily to mind. Their lonig ranging

patrolv. %earching for and providing, asi sarice to vsueli. at iswa

* requires the capability for sustained operations, high reaction

speed, arid low', slowj flight in abystnAl kje.ther conditions. The

Coast Guard SAR task is repre~eritative of the peacetime SAR

* mission in most countr ies. In sartime, Combat SAR introduces

r, . thr-vat5 to the rescue for ctrsi. Ins Vietnam the USAF SAR

fcorcr' enhanced their SAR wffectiverL--Ess through the novel U5& of

the irnherent flex ibilit/ of dsc-.ign and function of the C-130.

*Tyre USAF foitnd rescue vjasa facilIitattud by exploiting thti airl1ift

(C-130s) , guniship (AC-130s.), rn: Cc COMMrincations arid control

(HC-13OHs), 9 arid ever. in-flI ictt i fjuA-l I irig capabi I it/ (USAF

HC-130ps 10ard USMC KC-130s.) of the rt;a:pwctive versaionst of t h e

C 130. T ime and c ircumstances i~ere r ight for the "Her c, wh ich

played a key role in thE: rtescuw of 3,83 ouls.

Now, the electronic battlarfiteld .Arid the even more

sophis.ticated air-to--air arid burf~c,-tcs-air threa t 11get

thpe nex cqeieration resacue aircraft w.*ill require greater

inherent cspability, for naro~-~uv.e. Idala SAR Aircraft

w~ould have a speed range from zero (V'LTOL) to hi1ghe sub5)onic

* '_L . o . J E 1c6 v L
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forward speed.

IN-FLIGHT REFUELLING

In-flight refuelling permits aircraft to remain on station V-

longer, to achieve mission lengths over longer ranges, and even

to avoid the loss of combat crews and aircraft which would

otherwise have been lost due to a shortage of fuel, as happened

so often in Vietnam.

. .. all missions going into Route Package VI were air
refuelled. . .Four fighters refuelled by a single tanker,
too: on 10,000 to 12,000 pounds of fuel each. . .more than
60 aircraft would take on fuel within a few minutes of
each other. . . sufficient fuel for . . . 15 to 20

minutes without afterburner in the target area before
turning home. . .coming back. . .most...required another
air refuelling."

1 2

The USAF had before Vietnam primarily concentrated on the use

of in-flight refuelling as a means of extending the reach of the

.. nuclear strike force. The USMC and USN, on the other hand, had

*exploited KC-130s to refuel tactical fighters and the USMC

pioneered the in-flight refuelling of helicopters in 1965. As

it was so well proven in Israeli attacks on Egypt in the 1960s,

in Vietnam and in the Falklands, the in-flight refuelling of

tactical aircraft:

provided a totall/ new dimension to air defence and
attack operations by permitting greatly increased ranges
to be achieved by inherently short-range tactical aircraft

expanded the tactical options open to a commander in

the employment of air power by allowing him to switch
aircraft between tasks and geographic areas swiftly and

decisively. Time, so often at a premium in operational
situations, can now be utilised to much greater advantage.
This leads to flexibility of options, concentration of
force at the critical time and place, and surprise. TheLe

factors, and the improved cost-effectiveness in the
employment of resources which they offer, have been fully
accepted by US and British forces.

1 3

The cost-effective force multiplier effect to be realized

from an inherent in-flight refuelling capability suggest all

III -4- Lt.Col. J.E. McGee CF
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tact ick I ~ircraf t irncluding tacticalI airlifters, should be

capable of taking fuel in flight, ajrid all tactical (and

strateqic) airlIifters shoukld be inheirenitly capable of giving4
K

fuel in fligh1t. It would riot bL. practical for airlifters to

corinuall)y carry the drogues or internal tank (however, a probe

or an external fitting for a probe could be flush-mounted), but

their basic design confxgu.-ation shculd include the plumbing and

sy'stems necessary to convert tnem quickly to tankers as and when

necessary. 1

The broad speed envelope of the Augmentor Wing aircraft is

well suited to air refuelling. Its M .8 cruise would permit

fighters to refuel efficiently at altitude [Figure 3J, and the

inherent slow flight capabilities would permit equally efficiL-nt

air refuelling3 of slower aircraft and helicopters at lower

alIt itudes.

In Vietnam the C-130 earned a well deserved reputation for

its flexibility in a variety of roles. That it did so is

attribuitable to the persistence of individuals who prevailed

against the predominantly "party-line," or institutional

thining. 15Following Vietnam the SOF forces which used a

variet'y of tactical airlifters so imaginatively and effectively

ir, combat arid combat support roles were permitted to decline.

U~niique si-ills were lost and doctrine and tactics were not

recorded. In spite of stated intent to beef up the SOP, little

tang3ible evidence e;:ists of a top-down policy to solidify and

e~parid SCIF capabi I ties in spite of the known need. The planned

aircra~ft procurement procjrarns_ cj-ted above are badly needed. The

corii ct inr, wi t1 wh ich DOD and USAF support SOP today' will be

I 1 -5- Lt.Col. J.E. McGee CF
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evidenced by the rate of implementation of these pro9rams.

SUMMARY

From special operations entailin9 unique surveillance

capabilities, or the tactical support of low intensity conflict

there has emerged a requirement for i tactical airlifter with

' hi9h dash and low loiter speeds, which can operate independently

at extreme ranges, and from very short austere airfields with

payloads up to 27,000lbs. An Au9mentor Win9 tactical airliftr

with its broad operational performance spectrum would be a vast

improvement over the C-130 in all Special Operations areas:

Compass Call, Combat Talon, Gunship, Tanker, SAR etc. Its safe,

slow approach and landing speed and enhanced field performance

would open numerous shorter and narrower airfields 1 6 while

enhancin9 the likelihood of continued operations from bombed

runways and in poor weather.

i ill-6 Lt. Col. I.E. McGee CF
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reasonable number of C-130s would be candidates for augmentor

wing conversion.

C-130 PL PERFORMANCE

The C-130PL performance predictions are juxtaposed with the

USAF Request for Proposal (RFP) performance criteria below:

. SPECIFICATIONS RFP C-130 PL

SIZE C-130 C-130

A WING AREA 1,700-3, 135 sq ft. 1,745 sq ft.
ASPECT RATIO 6.34-8 12

THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 12-14 24

PAYLOAD 44,OOOLBS 44,OOOLBS

Note: the C-130 PL carries an integral 6,200LBS ECM fit.

Thus, C-130 PL effective payload is: 50,200LBS.

COMBAT LOAD 27,OOOLBS 44,OOOLBS
DASH SPEED M 0.7-M 0.85 M 0.8

RANGE WITH 36,OOOLBS 1600nm 4,00Onm
STOL WITH 36,OOOLBS 1500 feet <1000 ft grnd roll

STOL <36,OOOLBS 500ft grnd roll
VTOL 0-300 feet 0 achievable with~3

tilt wing.
ENGINE OUT 10% Reduction OK Capable of SE T/O.*
*Single Engine take off at mid mission wt.(36,000lbs. payload).Uoff

The RFP specifications listed above combine the features of

the two "test" aircraft designs of the Advanced Tactical

Transport Technologies (ATTT) stud>. The Augmentor Wing C-130

PL compares extremely well; particularly in payload/range, STOL

and speed.

weight.

The C-130 PL retains the wing area of the original C-130H.

Design Gross Weight is increased to 180,000 lbs. with an

over-load weight of 205,000 Ibs.

Per formance.

The thick< wing provides the desi9g, advantage of low

structural w~eight, and ample space for the cross ducting behind

the rear %par. Operational benefits accrue from. the high lift

without leading edge devices, and the 9reater flexibility in

Vi -3- Lt.Col. J.E. McGee CF
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pa'.'lo3d/ranqie (tradte-of f czorbirnations~ due to the large internal A

f LelI c apiAc It.

"The aircraft is well suite~d to either a tactical assault
radius mission or to a tactical support range mission.
STOL capabilit/ of the aircraft is defined in terms of
field performance at the mid-point of a radius mission in
which payl,,oad carried out of the field is equal to payload
delivered. Also, it is atisuw~ed that the aircraft does niot
take on fuel at the Mid-point."

Par nge

A comparison of payload/range capabilities between. the C-130

PL and the C-1230 is made at Figure 6-1. The chart has two I r

deficiencies. First, it plots performance against the C-130 PL

Overload weight of 205,000 Its, but not the C-.130H overload

weight of 175,000 lbs. Second, it compares performance against

* the same payload of 44,000 lts., w-hen, the C-130 PL is carr 'ing

an extra 6,200 lbs. of electronic equipment for an effective

payload o4 50,200 lbs, or 18 percent more than the C.-130.

Low Level Radius Mission.

The tactical radius at 50 feet above ground level, with full

paylIoad, is in excess of 5O0nn. The radius can be extended even

further with smaller payloads and mnore fuel: to the point where

additional fuel could be carried internally in tanker configured

variants.

Tab cof f Per formance.

Ta~eoff distance with all engine operative is shown at

Fiqure 6-2' and corresponding lift-off speeds are at Figure 6-3.

"It is the cross-ducting w-hich renders the aircraft controllable

*..at lot- .peed arid which perrmits payload and/or fuel to be

of4f load-d in order to achieve a shorter field capability forI

special rnisions. Ire partickjl r, ,e that takeoff distance out

VI-4- Lt.Col. I.E. M Gee CF
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of the mid-point with one er,9ine disabled and zero payload is

approximately equal to the "all-engines" case with payload.
'.5

Landing Performance.

The landing distance versus weight is shown at Figure 6-4,

with the corresponding approach speeds at Figure 6-5. Full

braking is effective two seconds after touchdown, but ground

roll has been calculated without ruver-se thrust.

AUGMENTOR WING TANKER

The C-130 PL has man>, advantagts in the tanker role. Its

high altitude and high speed facilitate in-flight refuelliig of

fighters, and its e.-ceptional low altitude, slow speed

performance facilitate helicopter refuelling. Its payload/ra;n

fle'-ibility make the "KC-130 PL" [Figure 6-6) tanker suitable

for refuel I ing a broader var iEt,' of aircraft over wider-rangiri.3

-qeographic rendezvoLus areas. "The thicl supercritical wing

provides for substantial fuel capacity in the wing box which

ther, avoids the need to carry fu.l e..ter, nal 1ly. It, the tanker

role, fuselage tanks are fitted holding about 23,OOOlb of

fuel." 
6 

Figure 6-7 shows tranu f-r fuul versus radius of action

for the augmentor wing version of the C-130 versus the tanker

version of the C-130H.

ADVANCED TACTICAL TRANSPORT

The USAF search for a, Advanced Tact ical 1,arsport (ATT)

under the Tactical lobilit>, M io r Ar ,alysis (TMA) studies is

matched b>, the Future International Military Airlifter (FINA) in

UK, France, and W. G-rman ,,, and t ht C r-id iat ah--iL, ' Wirig

deve I opmert kno wn Ab the AJ. ,-- C. L Tr rpo t (ACT) . Thes

have much inr commonr.. The; -i 1 .,r,.. u- rt ia1 1/ r wt , vt-rsion

" VI -5- Lt .Col . J. E. HlCOGw, - LF
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of the C-130 (in the 200,0001b plus catecgor/), have two or, three

turboprop or turbofain engines-, and have improved STOL,

pa)'load/range and speed performance: the ingredicrnti. for a joint

or col laborative, or "ca aition, " development program.

"The- historic intenit of the Coric3 ress remnains as clear today
as it was in its ear ly charge& to the [Secretary of Defen~e)
-- to assume responsibility for enhancing effectiveness,
econov., arid efficiency in maniag3ement activities comnmori to
more than one mni 1 itar,' department."
"What is differn'-t-t is that vastly greater threats now
demand cooperation arid efforts to achieve combirned
effectivaness in w.ays which could not have been foreseen
when Congress enacted the DOD chat-ter into law."

When writing those words,. Dr. DeLauer did not anticipate the

e traordinary "threat" to DOD posed by the Gramm -Rudmart -HlIIi'-jb

.r: ~ amendmn, t, or the corigressiona.l and publ ic presisurei. for- DOL) to

tighten its belt. Dr . DtvLaut r- was a stroing advocate of workirig

more cl.osel with the allI ie!S ir. joint R & D. Was hisi interest

basiE-d or, the k nowl1ed ge t ha t t h e all>' i s more i k el1y to0

port icipate in the deplo,mTnEnit of j sstri it car. point proudly

to arid say, " It was tnad. - her , '" European conisor t ia have beeni

ver,' successful in implemertir*3 thar~wd pweAponst stiem prog.r ams.

Some of those pro3r amn5 mna,' riot appe._t to have made !sound 5hort

tErT "busir.L-_5 sense-- becauts trL- pwr unit cost isa relatively

h I. hch. The Ilorig ter m benef it s; f rom a tittron'3&r Eur upeari

i nd uistr ia I b,35e,5 h igh er I c vEL. : o f emnplIo/mier t ari d t he

irternatioral political arid tride beneLfits of cooperative

ert er pr i se an J def eri se sys t ems deve Iopmnent w Ill pa,' handsomte

fture dividends compared oith the initial investi.rnt j~rd high -t-

pen 1r nit conit 1 r t he ea&rl I I- LkF t. os ,e 5. oii - P r i .u r1 .~ L w h i

*c3used our Eurupean allIites to joDintly- ptroduce- th. J-JU~a

Tornado, Tn. rsal I anri A\rbuis, fon .. ji ,Arte wuuttij ii Hur th

VIT -6- Lt.Col. J.L. PI L UL. LI
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Amer ic a. It is time to join ir a cooperative milIitary aerospace

program, and the augrnrtor %win<3 technology provides a timel/ and

effective vehicle. Secretar/ Weinberg:3er' s report suggests that

Congress I3ybe leading the via>- with its support to certain

other coal it ion programs.

"The Congress provided strong s-upport for U~-al~ ni

cooperation in FY 1986 by earmarking $200 million for NATIJ
cooperative research arid deve.lopment program--,
appropriating $100 mnilI ori ir, riew* furd irg for t hese
efforts, establishing3 a program for side-by--sidce
compara t ive test ing, and pass inrg enablIi ng Ieg isl at ior, f or
flexibility in contracting-."

It may be argued that $200 11 is riot mnuch-. That depends orn

whether ,,o,- are look~irgj downr from 35 billion or up from zero.

It is an important opener - particul*rly/ when multiplied by1 the

number of contributing participants.

Dr. DeLauer's article wenit ori to pose four quiE- ti1oris to ttest

the val idi ty and wor th of joint pirciji-arns.

The f irs t c r iter ion: "Wher e -Jill irves tmint tinr t hei toolI'

ma ke a r ealI d if fer ervc-e3~ Ec oniom. . ef fi ci enicy ir e S t Ill

c or ner stonies of any/ cooper at ive Ef +ur t. Bu t t he bot tom i ne mnus t

remnain combat effectiveness. "Achieving that goal zit the lowt.t

possible cost is our~ common purpo .w."

"The second criterion is.: "Will the joint effort suppott our

il Iitary doctrine?"

The third criter ion is: "Is thi-r ;f join rt agreernerit on the

roission reeds' "'

The fourth and last criterion is: "Does it mnake sensiw-"'

In answer to the first quest.ion,, a pr-ograin is most ILLel,' to L&

implemented at the lo1'rest POiszbl, cos t when there art? lar-j3 A

numbr's of the samne i tern produc -d , anrd Pher, the dte . Iupritzt 1 1
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production risk is low. As may be seer, from the requirements

chapter, with any combination of allied partners in a

cooperative augmentor wing program it is likely to quickly

achieve t e numbers of aircraft needed for a "lowest cost"

production. Indeed, it might be argued that the partners

(Canada for example) wouid be more likely to reequip more of

their force with augmentor wing derivative tactical airlifters

than off-the-shelf aircraft of foreign manufacture. With

respect to risk, the augmentor wing technology has a substantial

technical data base from the joint Canada/U.S. technology

research programs. The research aircraft and wind tunnel

projects have reduced technical risk to a minimum; thus, the

program may be seen to be well dos-jn, in the crossover area of,

the risk/cost profile chart used L)- the Executive Office of the

President in systems development decision making [Figure 6-8].

In fact, the technology for engine and augmertor wing both is

sufficiently advanced that an all new tactical airlifter could

be built without a demonstrator phase, and by using the first

production aircraft as the prototype.

In answer to the second criterion, augmentor wing development

supports military airlift, combat search arid rescue, arid special

operations doctrine.

The third criterion is equally easily answered. Each nation

cited in the requirements chapter has agreed on mission needs

which are comparable to the other nations. Moreover, the

augmentor wing technology meets or exceeds those needs.

To answer the fourth criterion, yes, it makes sense. It

makes economic ard political sense, but more importantly, it
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mi kes oper itional ll I it r, lhi is a rat a combination

w hi ch , 1.ou Id b sajor'ed.

1rh auLruertor wir,9 tactic i r, I tif ter tn -t5 Dr. DeLauer's

criteria for a joint pro<r3trn.

FUTIJRE LARGE AIRCRAFT (FLA)

The European FLA envisages strategic alrl ift, Airbor ne Early

Warning (AEW) , Maritime Patrol (MP or VP) , and strategic tanker

*l requirements being satisfied b/ respective variants of a common

airframe. Requirement details are not yet known, but the

aircraft is likely to be between C-141 and C-17 size, with the

*" smaller C-141 size being more appropriate to the maritime role.

The Boeing 707 may be considered an early U.S. version of the

FLA - although it does not have the wide-bodied oversize cargo

capacity, It has performed all of the other roles except

maritime patrol (a 70?-320 was a seriouti contender for the

Canadian Long Range Patrol Aircraft competition in the mid

1970s). The European aerospace industry is undoubtedly trying

to emulate Boeing's success in building multiple mission

mi litary derivatives of a commonr airframe.

De Havilland has conducted parametric studies of three and

four engined airlifters up to 500,000 lbs. Payloads equalled 25

percent of design gross weight. Wing areas were predicated on

fuel capacity for the stated mission stage length and then

increased incrementally to 130 per cent of requirement. Using

an 8,000 foot strip for the original mission takeoff, 900 to

1100 foot takeoffs are practical at the mid-point. (whereas a

- STOL tal eoff at design 9t u we 1 ght ir icurs a moderate penalty in

fuel ef ficienc.,, thus a conve,tional takeoff roll is deemed moire
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appropriate). The De Havilland research could be applied to the

FLA series aircraft. While beyond the purview of this paper,

North American and European NATO requirements for modern

maritime patrol, and airborne early warning aircraft, and

strategic ranged airlifters and tanIers merging early in the

next century should be compelling motivation to develop a single

4

baseline aircraft for each role, and then to share in their

s'ystems integration.

SUMMARY

In this chapter we have read of senior US defense officials

and Congress encouraging joint development of operational
.4i

weapons systems. Based on Dr. DeLauer's criteria for assessing

the worth of joint programs, the augmentor wing derivative

tactical airlifter is, conclusively, a strong contender for

cooperative international development. Up front, it meets

military needs and it is ecoromically and politically practical.

Two approaches to the tacticAl airlifter are possible. One

is to develop a modern augmertor wing versior, of the C-130 (and

Transal 1 }. The other is to deve lop an all new augmer, tor wing

tactical airlifter. Either prograin could iolloi, a flight
.

deronstrator phase, as deocri Ld it, Chapter V, or proce'd

dire.ct l., to the firuit productiur Aircraft to be flight test

-.. articles and operational "prutot.. " The coriversion of

current production aircraft rno9ht be the more economical short

term path, and could have a upin-off program to retrofit currit

f -* f le'ets. The apparent economic dvanta9ke of thi- option would

be offset by the irabilit , to develop a larger cargo area, or to j
advaric-e the~ ericiaeL-nrin.3, s/satei)!- arnd rnaintainability to lev.'~~__
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appropriate to a 21st century designa. It is not the purpose of

this paper to choose which tactical airlift solution to pursue,

btto point out the advantages uf the augmentor wing technology

in any desired solution.

The Future Large Aircraft is another opportunity for North

American and European NATO military allies to join in a majorI

aerospace development with the potential for significant

improvement in irteroperabiity arnd logistics support. More

importantly, collaborative defense development efforts are more

likIely to stimulate higher levels of allied defense spending9

because of the direct benefits to each country's own economy anid

job rnarl~et.

.
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NOTES

CHAPTER VI

1 FY 1987 Report of Secretary of Defense Caspar W. Weinberger -.

to Congress, 241.

2 1bid, p. 241.

3 Recently, De Havilland examined a tilt wing aircraft +or
United States Navy carrier operatioia. Canadair successfuil

developed and demonstrated the tilt iirg CX84 (a forerunner of
JVX) in the mid 60s. See for example, R.D. Hiscocks, "Aircraft

Desi9n in Canada from Silver Dart to Challenger arid Dash 8," in
Canadian Aeronautics and Space Journal, 30(2) (June 1984), 110.

4 D.C. Whittley and P.R. Sully. "Recent Developments in

Powered Lift Technology," presented to the 1985 Defence Science
Symposium, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, November 19-20, 1985, p. 6.

5 Whittley and Sully, p. 7.

6 Ibi d.

7 Richard D. DeLauer. "Blendin9 Technologies & Management into

Joint Combat Effectiveness," Defense 84, July, p. 8.

8 FY 1987 Report of Secretary of Defense Caspar W. Weinbertcr

to Congress, 270.

9 DeLauer, pp. 8-9.
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CHAPTER IV

TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN FEATURES

Under the auspices of Aeronautics Systems Division (ASD), the

Air Force Laboratories at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

(AFWAL) are examining Advanced Tactical Transport Technologies

(ATTT), In a study by that name, applicable to the Tactical

Mobility Mission Analysis (TMMA) for an Advanced Tactical

Transport (ATT) as described in Chapter 11.1 The technology

interests cover the spectrum of operational concerns expressed

in the preceeding chapteral however, for the purposes of this

paper the focus here will be on aircraft design - specifically

the application of Canadian Augmentor-Wing (AW) technology to

tactical airlifters.

ADVANqED TACTICAL TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGIES (ATTT).

The USAF technology study takes the critical mission -; the

resupply of troops behind the Forward Edge of the Battle Area

(FEBA) or behind the Forward Line of Own Troops (FLOT) with an

assault payload of 27,000 lbs. - as its baseline. In one

representative regional or internal Intratheater scenario a

light brigade (5-6,000 troops and equipment) is to be moved 2 to

3,00Onm in 6 hours. The specified range Is 2000nm on a 49
.4

aircraft, or 3,00Onm on a 2.17 to 3.129 aircraft. Terrain

following and terrain avoidance systems and procedures will

require the design to withstand the stress loads of 30 degree

weaves at 300ft AOL requiring 2.5 to 3 or perhaps 4 9. 2

Two aircraft research, or =testm, designs have been selected

Sto represent the technology spectrum which will be examined

IV -I- Lt.Col. J.E. McGee CF
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before choosing a final developmental design. In each case the

C130 "box" capacity (9ft. high x 0.25ft. wide x 41ft, long),

which is capable of lifting a Blackhawl, helicopter and other

% field weapons, has been retained.

SURVIVABLE VERTICAL/SHORT TAKE OFF AND LAND (VSTOL)

LOW RADAR CROSS SECTION DESIGN.

In what is referred to as a "survivable VSTOL" design, the

aircraft would be "optimized" for a low.j radar cross section

CFigures 4-1,22. Larger than the C-130, its chief features are:

a. Design Gross Weight: 223,000lbs;

b. Two engines of 40,O00lbs thrust ea. with a 14:1 bypass;

ratio (lower if possible);

c. Wing area: 3,135 sq ft;
d. Aspect ratio: 6.34;

e. Sweep: 35 degrees;

f. Thickness to Chord ratio (T/C) : 14%;
9. Thrust to Weight ratio (T/W) : cruise .36, VSTOL 1.43;

h. Cruise speed: M.8 - M.85;

i. Payload: 27,000lbs;

j. Range: 2,000nm-3,OOnm; and

k. STOL: VSTOL(O-300ft.).

This design represents a radical departure from the

"baseline" C-130 and its large wing area seems to contradict the

design aim of a low radar cross section. Interestingly, it is

similar in appearance to the de Havilland Aircraft of Canada

(DHC) Supersonic Short Take-Off and Vertical Land fighter

(SSTOVL), even to the point of including what appear to be

ejector-type lift devices.

SHORT TAKE OFF AND LAND (STOL) DESIGN.

The second design envisioned by Air Force planners is a more

conventional-looking STOL aircraft [Figure 4-31. Its chief

features are:

a. Design Gross Weight: 190,O00lbs.;

b. Engines: Counterrotating turbo-prop/Unducted Fan (UDF);

c. Wing area: 1700 sq ft;

d. Aspect ratio: 8;
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e. Swep: 16 degrees;
f. T/C: 12% root;
9. Cruise speed: M.6 - M.7 at sea level; and
h. Payload: 44,000 ibsi;
t. Range: 3,OO0rim; and
~.STOL: 1500ft.

The above designs are not definitive, but representative of

two alternative approaches which might be capable of satisfying

USAF operational requirements. Current developmental targets A_

include:

a. Model fabrication and testing of a 1/16th scale VSTOL
model for VSTOL Aero/Propulsion/Control effects in the
NASA AMES 7X10 wind tunniel by mid 1987; and
b. A Statement of Requiremenit for lift-engine data to go to
contract by Jul,,, 1986 (AFWAL lift-engine work has been
with Rolls Royce to date).

USAF PROGRAM OUTLOOK .

Approval in principle for A 90 ahtead on a replacement

aircraft project willI be 5ought via a Program Objective

MemoranduAm (POM) to be proposed between 1988 arid 1990. A

demonstration of the validit>, of the design and concept would

follow between 1992 and 1996 with de velopmernt and production

scheduled for 2001. The Initial Operational Capability (IOC) is

ervisa-jed in 2002.

CANADIAN FORCES (CF) PROGRAM PLANNING

The CF C-130 fleet will rwach the end of its economic life by

2010 (as will many other air forces. and operators of civil

C-130s). While the CF requirement hasi riot yet been defined, it %

will lik~ely, reflect the combined strategic and tactical nature f-t

of tast:5 to deploy oversized cargo arid troops to Europe, 3in an

aircrj3ft approximnately the iaizcr of a C-130. The CF have been
d'.

fol lowinj the progress of the DHC Advanced STOL Transport (ASiI * *

(F icire 4-11 wi th great i rt er est as., i ts prtedic ted per fornce
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capabilities compare very' favorably with CF requirements.

a. Design Gross Weight: 200,OOOlbs;

b. Engines: 2 or 3 turboprop or turbofan,;

c. Wing area: N/A;
d. Aspect ratio: N/A;
e. Sweep: N/A;

f. TIC: N/A;
g. Cruise speed: M.8 at sea level; and
h. Payload: 44,OO0-6?,QO0lbsi
i. Range: 4,OO0nm; arnd

j. Mid-Mission STOL: 36,0001b. payload in 1,0004t or less..

EUROPEAN PROGRAM PLANNING

The four country industry cont~ortiurn of Lockhe~ed (USA), 11BB

(FRG), Aerospatiale (France), and British Ae DspaceI (UK) are

collaborating on a European project k.nowni as the Future

International Military Airlifter (FIMA). Their objective is to

define a camnon specification for a tactical airlifter for the

NATO air forces. Compared with a C-1300 FIMA could be up to 30

percent heavier, and deliver "useful pay/loads over long,

unrefuelled ranges:".%

a. Design Gross Weight: 200,000-230,oO0lbs.;*

b. Engines: 3 turboprop or turbofan;
c. Wing area: N/A;
d. Aspect ratio: N/A;
e. Sweep: N/A;
f. T/C: N/A;
9. Cruise speed: M.7 - M.8 at sea level;

h. Payload: 44,000-60,OO0lbs;*

i. Range: "Long, unrefuelled;m and
jMid-Mission STOL: "Better than C-130."
*Based on a required 30% improvement over the C-130.

RAF require better STOL performg.ince that-, the C-130, arid a

* minimum of 3 engines because of operations in a high thi -t

environment. The augmiertor-wing technology lends itself to Lli3

requirement. Parametric studie5 of _- [Figure 4-51 arid 4-ergiriel

aircraft, for example, have been conducted utilizing either

Rolls Royce RB419 or Pratt & Whitney, PW2037 ergiries. M'oreover,

the engine-out landing and t~l?-uff performance of theAr
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augmentor-wing aircraft commends it, above all competing A

technologies, to operations in a potential combat environment.

These requirements are generally cw,-istent with Canada and 
the .0

U. S.

POWERED LIFT FOR STOL

United States Army orders for Beaver, Otter, Twin-Otter, and

Caribou STOL aircraft during and since the Korean war gave De

Havil land Canada strong support to develop its special .',

capability in producing "rugged, reliable, easy to operate and %

flexible .4 STOL aircraft. The Buffalo was also designed

for the U.S. Army, but the anticipated large sales 5 were a

casualty to the U.S. Army and Air Force agreement which divided

the responsibility for fixed-wing (USAF) and rotary-wing (USA)

aircraft.

STOL is customarily known to offer field performance at the

expense of cruise performance. Augmentor Wing powered lift

technology diverts propulsion energy to augment wing lift during

takeoff and landing permitting STOL aircraft wings to be

designed with little to no penalty to cruise performance.

AUGMENTOR WING POWERED LIFT

The augmentor-wing is an internally blown system which has

separate control over the propulsive and blowing components of

thrust, and cross-ducting [Figure 4-6] to eliminate roll upset

in the event of engine failure [Figure 4-73. An ejector flap

[Figure 4-83 generates high lift which is particularly important

for safe and comfortable climb-out with one engine inoperative.

The thick supercritical wing [Figure 4-9] is the other key

component of the augmentor wing.

IV -5- Lt.Col. J.E. McGee CF
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Ir. the ear l., da>,' of polered lift few engines could produce

the bleed air need-d for wing-I ift auginentation. Two rival -

technologies gained the acerdanc/: Upper Surface Blowing (USB)

and External ly Blown Flaps (EEF). The deficiencies inherent in

these two concepts, represented by the YC-14 and YC-15

respectively, became apparent during the Advanced Medium STOL

Transport (AMST) competition and led to the termination of the

program. Aircraft handling during the loss of the critical

engire was judged unsatisfactory in both cases.

INHERENTLY SAFE ENGINE OUT PERFORMANCE

Aircraft performance in the critical engine-out case is one

of the significant strengths of the augmentor wing technology.

"In particular for the twin-engine augmentor wing aircraft

which was the subject of this irvestigation, it should be

possible to accomplish a safe landing following an engine

failure at an, point in the final approach .

This is achieved by cross-ducting in the wing to counter roll .*_

imbalance in the event of engine failure. The

propulsion/blowing engine provides proper thrust management to

cope with these demands, and in particular the ability to

perform a go around, or wave-off, without change to flap angle.
7

PROPULSION SYSTEMS

Early critics of the AW Loncept decried the need for a new

engine to provide ample bleed air for constant wing blowing

while forward thrust is being modulated. A unique engine is no

-S..4 longer required. Both Rolls Royce and Pratt & Whitney have

based AW proposals on modifications to existing engines. This

reduces ri sk, cost and concern associated with engine

deve I opme ,t .

De Havilland and Rolls Royce teamed-up to develop the
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7pl It-F Iuw Spev ari the Buffalo Augnertor Wing Reuear ch Aircr-ft 

k AWRA) , and a3air, ir, planning the thrte-stream RB419 w-rgite

tLrbofari [Fiqure 4-10 and turboprop LFigur- 4-111 to power

C-130-sized aircraft. Recently, De Havilland and Pratt &

* Whitney joined to propose a derivative C-130 pow*-red by two

PW203' engines [Fiqure 4-12). Si,- ilar collaborative activitie, ,'L

w ,. t h Gener -l ElIect r ic (GE ) ar e nut L r, owr, to thte Aut hur. The 6L

*. Unducted Fan (UDF) could be used, but would likely require an

Auxilliary Power Unit (APU), or other external source of bleed

a .

SUPERCRITICAL WING

%
A major secondary beneit accrues from the continued use o+ wing % P

blowing during cruise. Boundary layer control from the blowing

air permits thick supercritical wing section5 to Le flown at

high subsonic cruise Mach number. Related benefits of the thick

wing are high lift for takeoff without leading-edge devices, 8

reduced structural weight and additional space for fuel. This

translates directly into improved field performance, longer

ranges and more flexible payload/range combinations.

AW TECHNOLOGY APPLICABILITY

The stri:ing feature of the AW technology is how well it

meets the needs of the air forces planning new tactical

airlifters and special operations aircraft.

a. Design Gross Weight: nominally 180-230,O00lbs;

Sb. Engines: 2, 3 or 4 turboprop or turbofan;

c. Cruise speed: M.8 at sea level; and

d. Payload: 44,000-67,O00lbs;

Se. Range: 4,00Onm; V....
4. Mid-Mission STOL: 36,000ib. payload in 800-1,oOOft;

9. VSTOL: parametric studies done for the USN show fA

vertical take-of+ achievabi- with a tilt-wing arid e

excellent productivit, usin S a short, or ramp take-off

and vertical landing. .-A
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The chief perfor-marce beref i tm .f the AW technology relate to

cortrol stability (no roll) ir, eniine-out case, and virtually rao r

Minimum Control Speed Air (VMCA). Safe and responsive critical

erqirne-out qo-arourd fFigure 4-13], without raisin9 flaps, and

critical engine-out takeoffs. The thick wing provides more fuel

capacit, with greater inherent operational flexibility to

interchange payload for fuel (range) or vice versa, hig h  I.

subsonic cruise Mach, and improved lift on takeoff without

leading edge devices. Routine ground rolls would be in the

order of 800 to 1,00Oft [Figure 4-14] with planned payloads and

shorter when empty. The technoloqgy can be extended to a

tilt-wing design for vertical takeoff and landinq with low to

moderate risk by capitalizing on the thick wing and cross

ducting. The enqire-out case, field performance, cruise and

payload/range performance technology requirements of the next

generation of tactical airlifters, including ATT & FIMA, are

within the capabilities of the Canadian/DHC powered lift

technol ogy.

SUMMARY

The Augmentor-Wing Powered Lift technology as a candidate

advanced tactical transport technology affords a solution to

knowr USAF, European, Australian and Canadian requirements.

Marketing surveys conducted under the auspices of the Canadian

Government show interest in a number of other countries. The

DHC technology affords flexibi)lty in choice of propulsion

system and primary mission vehicle. Parametric studies have

been done for two, three and frour-enqined aircraft ranging from -

a re-winged, re-engined C-130 a t 180,O00lbs. to all new aircraft
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between 2o20,000 and 500,O00lbs. While the strate-_ic ranged

- aircraft will be briefly reviewed, the tactical airlift projeLta

of interest which will be ex."amined in succeeding chapter u are:

_l a. Modif ied C-130 technolo.' demonstrator; 44

b. Modified C-130 production aircraft - (C-I30PL); and

V,. c. New design tactical airlifter. VA
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NOTES

CHAPTER IV

1 Negotiated Request For Proposal (RFP) 85 Jul 16, L
Solicitation No. F33615-85-R-0116, Requisition/Purchase No.

FY 7 615-85-01118.

2 This would approximate some of the maneuvers used by the

C-130 which evaded the MIG-21, as discussed in Chapter II.

3 Peport of the Special Committee of the Senate of Canada on
National Defence, The Honourable Paul C. Lafond, chairman.

Ottawa: Queen's Printer for Canada, Issue No. 2, May 2, 1985, p.

4 J.W. Sandford reviewing De Havilland's aircraft development

history in Canadian Aeronautics and Space Journal, 25(4) (Fourth

Quarter 1979) , 321;

5 lbid, 326; and R.D. Hiscocks. "Aircraft Design in Canada

From Silver Dart to Challenger and Dash 8," Canadian Aeronautics
and Space Journal, 30(2) (June 1984), 110.

6 D.E. Sattler, M. Sinclair, S. Kereliuk and R.H. Fowler. "An
Investigation of the Recovery from an En9ine Failure in a Twin

Engire ALIgmentor Wing Aircraft Using the NAE Airborne

Simulator," Canadian Aeronautics and Space Journal, 27(1) (First
Quarter 1981), 39.

-The advantages of the augmentor wirng were briefed to

representatives of Air Force Systc-ms Command on June 18, 1985,

Military Airlift Command, TRADOC and 23rd Air Force Headquarters

on June 20, 1985, and USAF Headquarters on March 27 (including

JCS) and June 21, 1985.

8 DHC-DITC 84-9. Appendix to an unpublished "Test Report on a

3-D Compound Wing Model (WT-CM) in the NAE 30 x 30 Foot Low
Speed Wind Tunnel," December 1984, p. 7.

9D.C.Whittley. An Update of the Canada/U.S.A. Augmentor-Wing

Proiect, Report to the 54th Meeting of the Fluid Dynamics Panel
Symposium on Improvement of Aerodynamic Performance through

Boundary Layer Control and High Lift Systems, Brussels, Belgium,
May 21--3, 1984 (Neuilly-Sur-Seine, France: Advisor), Group for

Aerospace Research and Development (AGARD), North Atlantic

Treat' Organization, 1984).pp. 4-5.
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ADVANCED
(V _ ill STOL TRANSPORT

/ WING AREA. 1880 SO FT
ASPECT RATIO: 12

/ ROOT THICKNESS/ CHORD: 0.24
DESIGN GROSS WEIGHT: 225.000 LB 04 .

PAYLOAD: 60,000 LB
POWERPLANT: 2 1PW2031 MOO.
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CROSS-DUCTING SCHEMATIC

TWIST IN DUCT
AT AIRCRAFT CENTRELINE

D.i -BLOWING AIR DISTRIBUTION
(ONE ENGINE INOPERATIVE)

.44
U-, .36__.p

.13.

.0

*FAILED ENGINE

FI U E (



ROLL UPSET WITH POWERED LIFT*
-ENGINE FAILURE ON APPROACH -

EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP (EBF) ,

UPPER SURFACE SLOWING

D' '!A
-. o

*NOTE: THE AUGMENTOR WING PREVENTS THIS3 CONDITION FROM OCCURRING.

FIGURE 4-7
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EFFICIENT BLOWN WING
WITH EJECTOR FLAP FOR STOL

(STATIC THRUST AUGMENTATION APPROXIMATELY 1.5)

CHOKE CONTROL

FIGURE 4-8

SUPPRESSION OF FORM DRAG
DUE TO ANGLE OF ATTACX AND WING THICXNESS

BOUNDARY LAYE

GROWS WIN INCREASIG A1N6LE

CONVENTIONAL SINGLE FOIL Of ATTACK TICRNESS

B OUNDARY LAYER GROWNA

COMPOUND AIRFOIL

FIGURE 4-9
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THRUST MANAGEMENT FOR WAVE-OFF

0 ALL ENGINES 0 ONE ENGINE OUT cZ'2
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FIGURE i - 15
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CHAPTER V

TECH14OLOGY DEMONSTRATOR AIRCRAFT

U.E../CANADA DEVELOPMENT SHARING - EACKGROUND

This. chapter as-ume-S an V&Vrtual US-:/Cariada col laborative

projr ama for a fIi gh t demotist rator a ircr af t. Thw history of

U.S./Caraadian defence co-ope.ration~ dates back to 1941 arnd the

Hyde Park Declaration whch dealt w~ith the mobization of each

country's defense industrial base to support the war effort. In

1963, a Ministerial "Memorandum of Understanding in the Field o f

Cooperative Development," superseded earlier ag~reemenits with the

individual U.S. services. This change was precipitated by the

transfer of large-scale Rtrs -archf arid Development (R&D) fr'om the

Department of National Defence to the Department of Industry

1a
following the cancellation of the CF-105 Arrow fighter.1

In the United States the USA.F has the research, development

arid production responsibilities for its own weapons systems. In

* Canada, those responisibilities are rno- divided between the

Department of National Defence (DND) w~hich funds a minor share

of RLD projects in support of its defined requirements, and the

Department of Regjionial Industrial and Economic Expansion (DRIE)

which sponsors large scale nationaal R&D projects. While both

departments have funded, arid continue to fund, augrnentor wing

research, DPIE is responsible to lead the development until it

meets DND specifications, at which time DND would commit funds

for its portion of the production. Steps are irn prog3ress for

*the Chief Research arid Dev-'Icupnt (CHAD) within DND to become

rnor.- act i E- it. deftrrict: rt-s5earfl, arid devt.lopmenit lead it- to

prodtiuttior., arid in Augriacrtor Wing R&D ir- partiLUlan.

V ~Lt.Col. J.E. McGee Cl
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C-8B BUFFALO AUGMENTOR WING RESEARCH AIRCRAFT (AWRA)

In 19.0, the then Department of Industry and the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) supported a De

Havilland Aircraft of Canada Limited (DHC) project for flight

research into enhanced Short Take-Off and Land (STOL) through %

Au9mentor Win9 (AW) technology.= The flight research vehicle

was a DHC C-8B Buffalo. 3  The jet enqine and blow i Aucjmec, tor

flap wing modifications were completed by Boeir9 ir '_eatt ie.

Fl ight testir9 was at NASA Ames, California, with a br ie f

fol low-or session at the Mountain Viei airf leld near Canadian

Forces Base Trenton, Oai.Ta al ebac ~iidwn

tunnel data arid proved the f iId and engine-out performarce

enhancements of an auqvnentor-win9 jet-en9iried trar. ;ioprt

. aircraft. In the course of t t zinc, the AWRA has been flown b. ",

repres&Lrtat ives of al I US se.r vice,, the RAF, CF arid by Canad iin '*"

and US c ivi I iar pi lots from ir,tiori4l aerospace agencies arid

i r,du,;tr., (LocLh ed-Geor31 a). The hindlin9 characttristics 6-re

i rprm -. sie and, perhaps, btesit .,p r essed b, an RAF test pilot

.jith -e. tersive e.,ptr ience fl)'in9 trarisports and Hrriers.

Fol low-in.g hia third sot tie h- beclan experimentini9 with the

cortt oIs to exploit the AWRA' s per formarze potential . H II-

r,-port concluded that the hand lInV character Istc , I wqr e

cornpar I-ble to a Harrier, thus he o.a ver, cornfortabl t! i th EIL-

aircraft -Jhen rnal, irg slot. _pL.td ptecision landings, approacki s,

ri -_ro iu-ds, ard lardir,j w jiti LA 1 = Jl.,t !d t.JirL9I' faIlLr I -, t-.

.-'

'St

° a,
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PHASE A STUDIES

By' 1981 the AWRA had accumulated datat from over 700 hours of

test flying. The next step Las to consolidate the technology

and determine the most appropr iate marl et sr=gmert on wi ch to

focus future development. Before settling on the C-130 sized

aircraft, parametric studies matched the AW technology with

Short Take Off and Land (STOL) airid Vertical/Short Take Off and

Land (VSTOL) aircraft in a variety of rja> arid air forc' roles:

Carrier On-Board Delivery (COD), Antisubmarine Warfare (ASW),

Airborne Earl, Warnir9 (AEW) , twir-cninaed tactical air I ifters

from 100,000 to 230,O00lbs. desi'n gross weight, and three and

four engined aircraft weighin9 up to 500,000lbs (ir cludin AW

versions of tl,,- YC-14 and YC-15). Whille the AW technolo9'"

proved to be compatible with all of these, De Havilland's

business decision was that the biggest potential market, and the

qreatest immediate interest, la/ in the- C-130-siZed tactical

airl ifter. This conclusion waL consistent with Canadian ForcE. -

requirements for more intra-the.ter aircraft capable of liftir9

over-sized cargo over strategic rarge,:

"Further, Canada's reirnforc:.ment capabilit,' with respect

to our European-baoed and -assi, ed forces is clearly 

inadequate. 5

MarnIet ,r -5 b/ the Carad iir, Govirrnrlert srid De Havi I land

and special ist corsul t-rots havc. thowr the viabi I it' of t an

u A' men tor Wirig fol Iow-or, to the C-1 70, -' ijel I at to - f 3r-i 0 .

other aircraft .jpplication%. Di=,l ,- orn jith potential

indu.str l.Al r trerE, ha,.L r.-L.. I,,i CJ.rI u L it ju3 t I Uu'3,

r respons~es, In J f I s al C I lhldt 611 1 1 P ro k~A a~d tL)

suipport thte- r,.-j "appro\e l C 1' -,tr it ,. JIr I i tvr ltt alor,- a

V3- Lt . Co 1 . I t[ ' ., ,
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new tactical air-lifter. Loclheed-Gteor,3ia wesich hi5k had a

Memorandum of Understandinr9 with De Havilland for, the exchange

of data on this technology has felt, perhaps, the greatest rtet i

for caution in this area because of its successful windfall sale
'I.

of C-5Bs as an une-.pected prelude to the C-17 start up. Yet,

Lockheed could have the most to gain '-ith the potential to

appeal to the widest possible cuitormer base through retrofit of

current C-130s, new sales of C-130s modified on the production

line and an all-new design Advanced Tactical Transport. Of

course, it is not essential that Locl-heed be involved in either

the retrofit or the new-desi-gn projects.

N' PHASE B STUDIES

Duriri Phase B, aircraft and er, incr configuration and s/stzii,,L

descign will be f inal ized. Drawin-jo produced in this phase wt I I

9., be suff iciently detai led to p rmil t demnonstritor aircraft to t .

built-to-print, orce the 9o--ht..d i -ive.n for Phase C. The

scope of Phase B wi l l incIJ,-i--:

a . Internal and extern.3l conf i-uratiLjr;
b. $,stems and f I ight coontrols;
c. Development of three-strteAin version of the PW2O37;

'4/ d. Nflcel le, p/lon and , niire irstal lation d, f ifit or;
e. Wind tunnel testin3 of C--IlO demonstrator conf i urtior; .

+f. Performance target confirr,ation;
9. De'elopment of specif ic -anir j-are comporeits"

(.. , flap, nozzle and duct inrrq)

PI-,ase ED is an 1 month prograrn of joint airfr'ar= and ercj ,-in.

Jesi:r, and development. The cost of the developmznt worl"

prepar-)tor'/ to the corversior of a deriorstrator is estimatea wt

$1' M for the air rji-- nd t:2?S for t h- engic eu (I9 1 Cafdi

do t Cor J)

4 .4,
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PHASE C - DEMONSTRATOR CONVERSION

Phase C will comprise the conversion and flight evaluation of

the demonstrator. Tw.jo hundred hours are planned for flight

test i n 3 .

Rolls Ro-ce Demonstrator Engine

Rolls Royce Canada collaboration with De Havilland culminated

in a 1984 proposal to develop an engine for the demonstrator HB-

419-03), combining the Spey 202 core with an Allison TF41

intermediate compressor. An RB419 powered demonstrator would ,,

show performance advantages over the C-130 in cruise (M.7),

field performance (T/O and Landings in <1000ft), ard full

payload rarge (approxirmatel/ 2,500rm). Rolls Royce also offered N.

a turboprop version of its RB 419 with a somewhat slower cruise

speed ir the order of M.6 or M... Rolls Royce completed their

prograrn proposal in 1984. A Rolls Royce powered augmentor wir9g

4

aircraf1 might have particularl . strong appel to the RAF and

the European consortium. While the proposal for a demonstrator

was based on a twin-engined aircraft, th& technology permits a

production aircraft being powered with 3 or 4 turbofan or

turboprop engines, if required.

Pratt L Whitney Demonstrator En3ine

The USAF team which audited the AW technology recommended De

Havilland consider US engine manufaLturers as potential

p:rtn ers. Pratt L Whitne, ver& first off the mark and proposed

a derivative of their PW2037 en-3ie [Figure 5-1] which is

cUrnertl ,' in airline service with a mil1tar>' version slated for

the C-I7. The commercial PW203' is proving to be a highly

rel i ale e rgi ne, arid the mi 1 1tar,' version is expected to be

-5- Lt.Col. JKF. McG&,- CF
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equal I.A r.-I lat hILt. Prdtt ?. Whi tr e/ .x--t I uit- th.jt Lhe AW tIas i rie

would ia.-e 30% cornpatabi I it/ with the C-17 [Fi. ure 5-21. SirLe a

the PW203-' powere-d AW C-170 fFigure 5--3] rfa-t the requiremtrts of

the UL,F 1.cF,iolo 9 v audit t , it was selerted as the baselinre

for the deornnstrator prcgrarn [Filur w 5-4.

PHASE C - PROGRAM AND COSTS

-rhe Phc- C Dtrnonstr..itor Fr oqrmr bJould cover a 30 month %

per 1od. The costs ar- estimated at $901 for- the airframe

modification, assembl/, and contractor f1ight trials, $70M for

three experimental f I ight engirnLs, $1,41 for a basic C-130

airframe, and $16M for f I i3ht trials at a governrment facility, J

for a total of $190M (US 1986). A program cost in the order of

$200M, or $100M per partner, is not e.-cessive in the aerospace

industry; however, ever this cost could be reduced further

throu9h the provision of existin9 hardware and facilities: a

used C-130E, test facilities at Edwards Air Force Base, Canadi'.n

Forces Base Cold Lak~e, NASA Lewis, NASA Ames, and Arnold

Enqineerin Development Center, for example.

SUMMAPY

The AW Demonstrator project is a means of proving the concept

with a f l ight vehicle which is well [nown to and respected by

tactical airlift operators, and which approximates the

characteristics envisa9ed in ar, Advanced Tactical Transport

CATT). It is nct intended that a demonstrator would freeze the

design for an, particular develorertal or, production aircraft.

The AW demonstrator program has tl-Ese unique features. First,

it could be bypassed since the tachnolog./ is surffcientli mature

to proceed directly to production--model prototypin9 of inventury

-6- Lt.Col. C.E. McGe- CF
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or assembly I ine C-130s, or a new desiagn. Second, the

demonstrator could preceed the retrofit or assembly line C-130

modifications, or a new design airlifter prograin. Third, the -P

demonstrator could be used to .-xtend the Augmertor Wir9 AdvarL.wd

technology into the Vertical Short TaLe-Off and Land (VSTOL) or .

Short Take Off and Vertical Land (STOVL) re9imes.

Until a decision is taken for a production model Augmentor

Wing airlifter, a dernorstrator pro.3ramn should be pursued as a

priority, means of e,ploitir,9 the technology while awaltlrn9 the

proper climate to fund development and production. The Canad!iAn'

offer to underwrite fift,, percent of the $200M cost of a

demonstrator program should commend itself to the USAF, DOD, "rid

to the Con9ress each of Whom w411 face increasinq f iscl

pressure, hence diffIcCUlt' fur.dir9 the many defense projects

compet i nq for scarce capit al Moreover the opportunity to share

the cost of a major defente production program with a 1ninle

partner,or coalition, ir the near-t-rm thould be ar, attractive

alternative to the potential for indefinite program deferral if

relying on purely national prirjrities and dorestic furidin9. Th.

time for a joint program is nowj.

'-

5%.j
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NOTES

CHAPTER V

1 United States-Canada Defence Development Sharinq Program,

and United Stites-Canada Defense Production Sharing Program,

External Affairs Canada pamphlets explainin9 the historical

authority and current United States policies and mechanisms for
joint development and production. For more on the CF-105 Arrow

see footnote 9 at Chapter I.

DHC has earned a reputation for producing world class bTuL
aircraft highly suited for tactical airlift and special

operations. It is natural that they would strive to develop a

technology rombinin9 the jet engine, and high speed cruise

performance with STOL to enhance productivity and

cost-effectiveness.

3 Developed for the United States Army as a follow--on to the

C-7 Caribou, a large sale of these aircraft to the Army was
about to be concluded when the deal fell victim to the United

States Army/United Statea Air Force agreemenrt which allocated
rotary-winged aircraft to the Arm>, arid fi-ed-wing aircraft to

the Air Force.

4FIight Lieutenant T. Brojr, RAF from Boscowbe Down i n a

report on his five sorties in the AWRA in 1982. '

5Thomas d'Aquino. "National and Inter national Secur t' -- A

Forgotten Prior ity: A Busane s Counc I Perspective or Canadian

refence Policy," From the text of an Address to the Conference

of Defence Associations, Ottaa., January 10, 1985, p. 5.
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CHAPTER VI

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTAL AND PRODUCTION PROGRAMS

"To meet our air-lift objectives, we must improve our
existing airlift forces as well as acquire additional
if t capac ity. 1

C-130 RETROFIT L PRODUCTION PROGRAMS

Secretary Weinberger's -Juidarce has profound implications

when considering the quantum operatioral arid economic benefits

which could accrue from the application of Augmentor Wing (AW)

technology. The demonstrator programn discussed at Chapter V

could be viewed as a decision n~ode leading to optional means of

producing operational variants. One branch would lead to

program termination if the technology or other factors precludeci

development. One branch w'ould lead to a program to retrofi-

operational C-130s. One branch would lead to a program to

manufacture Augtnentor Wing C-130s from the ground up on the

assembly line at Lockheed-Georgia. One branch would lead to an

Advanced Tactical Transport. An>' decision to proceed could, in

time, lead to each of the other programis becoming economically

and operationally viable. For, rnov let us consider- the

productior line version of the Auqnmentor Wing C-.130 referred toF as the "C-110 PL" b-, De H~ivillarnd.
V PREDICTED PRODUCTION RUN CONVERSION COSTS

Cost data for a productior :ur, of the PW203? powered version

of the C-130 PL will be considaered representative of the RE419

var i art. imilarl'., the cou.t Q+ a retrofit corvtrsion arid a

production line C-170 PL, or Trarns.ll, will be considiered to t-,

the same. Whi le th is appt OJCh mna. OVer-iipI if+, cost and t inir1g

vr -I- Lt.Col. i.E. McGee CF
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considerations, there should be reasonable confidence in the

estimates given.

Following completion of the Phase C Demonstrator program a

Full Scale Development (FSD) through Federal Aviation Agency

(FAA) Certification of the PW2037 will take 42 months and cost

0200M (1986 US). Delivery of production engines could begin

three months after FAA Certification. The predicted costs of

converting C-130s to the augmentor wing and engines, in

production runs of 50 to 300, are shown below.

PREDICTED CONVERSION COST TABLE (OM U.S 1986).

0 OF A/C 50 100 150 300

AIRFRAME 6.0 4.9 4.6 4.5

ENGINES 8.2 8.0 7.9 7.?

TOTAL 014.2M 012.9M 012.5M 012.2M per aircraft.

Of0the 1800-plus C-130s which have boon built, the %

OAN models will be able to remain in service through the

mid-1990s, and the later models into the next century.02 Not

all 1800 remain in service and more will have been retired by

the time a production engine could be developed. There is a

saying that the only replacement for a C-130 is a new C-130,

thus It Is likely that the numbers of operational C-130s will

not diminish much below current levels. Observing also that the

RFP initially calls up only 300 new tactical airlifters (of the

518 identified by Secretary of Defense in the tactical airlift

role): the remainder are Augmentor Wing retrofit modification

candidates. In this era of exceptional fiscal constraint,

conversion may be the only possible means of getting significant

operational improvements into the tactical airlift and special

operations fleets. Certainly, for a variety of reasons, some

VI -2- Lt.Col. J.E. McGee CF
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CHAPTER VII

FIGHTER AND PILOT TRAINER DEVELOPMENT

The thesis of this paper is, primarily, to show the benefits

of augmenter wing technology to the development of new military

airlifters. But the technology has other applications: a brief

examination of which will afford the reader a more thorough

understanding of the versatility of the technology, and the

extent of the research and development work which has been

initiated by De Havilland Canada and supported by Canadian and

United States government agencies. Specifically, analytical and

experimental studies of Super-sonic Short Take Off Vertical Land

(SSTOVL) Fighters and transonic pilot trainers will be briefly

reported on in this chapter.

SUPERSONIC SHORT TAKE-OFF VERTICAL LAND (SSTOVL) FIGHTER

DEVELOPMENT.

On October 22, 1985 the United States' National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA) and the Canadian Department of

Regional Industrial Expansion (DRIE) signed a cooperative

agreement for an Ejector Lift/Vectored Thrust (EL/VT) aircraft

research project. This is the latest in a series of agreements

between NASA Ames and the Canadian Government CDepartment of

National Defence (DND), and DRIE] spanning a decade of joint

research and wind-tunnel testing of half-scale models of generic

Short Take-Off Vertical Land (STOVL) fighter aircraft. De

Havilland Aircraft of Canada Limited (DHC' is responsible for

the research which is a natural extension of their earlier work.

De Havilland will develop the concept, manufacture the model

and integrate the powerplant and lift system into it. NASA will
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thr.ri compl-te phaze one w-ith !static t4-sts at a new NASA Lewis

facilit.., uin9 a remote air suppl/,. Phase tw.o will involve

fittin9 a standard jet engine to tht i odel for static and

wind-tunnel tests in the Full Scale Aerodynamics Complex at the

NASA Ames Research Center. NASA has 9iven this project a high

priority in its examination of Advanced STOVL technologies

scheduled for completion in 1988.

De Havilland has developed expertise in fixed wing air-craft

hoverin9 and in transitiri to conventional forward flight at

speeds up to 150 knots. For the synthesis of their STOVL

technology with high performance transonic and supersonic

technoloSy they have collaborated with the United States

aircraft industry. General D/namics E-7 (Figure 7-1] concept

uses De Havilland EL/VT technology1 and De Havilland continues

to wort, with NASA and General D-,,ramics.

THE OPERATIONAL UTILITY OF SHORT TAKE OFF/VERTICAL LAND (STOVL)

The utility of STOVL was proven by the Harrier durirng the

1982 Falklands Conflict. The inherent design characteristics

needed for STOVL in a +ixed-win9 aircraft, such as Vectoring in

Forward Flight ("VIFFing") translate into high combat agility.

Most of the engagements between combatants were at high speed

4i (550Vts) and at low level (between 50 and 500 feet above the

terrain or the sea). High G and rapid

acceleration/deceleration maroeuvres in this essentially

horizontal plane opened a new chapter on aerial combat tactics.

Tectical agilit >, is a powerf-l bonus to the current main

motivation behind the de\elop.-..L ot STOVL fighters: off-base

oper-at ons. The el inination of the conventional dependernc>, on

.. .p
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inherently vulnerable runways, 3 and launching or recovery aids

enhances the flexilility of air operations and increases force

survlvabilty. 4 STOVL aircraft can be quickly and economically

repositioned, concealed from attack, or launched against the

threat. With thrust to weight ratios of 1:1, Harrier experience

has shown that vertical take-off is most frequently used for

repositioning aircraft at lighter weights, and short take-off

(1200' ground roll) is preferred for combat weights. A

supersonic fighter would likely be employed in the same way:

short take-off and vertical land.

Short tak.e-off is not a critical problem for most

Conventional Take Off and Land (CTOL) fighters; however, the

high energy levels make short field landings difficult.

Vertical landing capability greatly increases the likelihood of

recovering aircraft when airfields are denied due to combat or

weather. Where runway5 have sustained damage, the flexibility

of short/vertical tak-e-off and landing permit air operations

when they would otherwise be impossible. In NATO Europe this

could be a crucial factor. Extremely slow speed approaches to

vertical landings increase the liti.e ihood of safe aircraft

recover, regardless of weather conditions. A direct operational

benefit is a reduction in fuel margins leaving more fuel for

combat. Other benefits include, independence of wind direction

and runway frictior, omni-directional non-precision approaches, ^.

and the STOVL aircraft can slo down and/or stop in f Iight if

required.5

The reinforcement of central Europe by tactical fighters will

very likely tax the ability oi host bases to accommodate them ___
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and to provide for their security urdi'r attack. As reported by

Michael Gordon, base avai labi 1 ity was of fundamental concern in ..

that segment of the Long Term Defense Plan which dealt with

United States reinforcement of Europe. The 1,500 committed

aircraft could not be accommodated at the 25 U.S. airfields.

The plan to disperse them over more than 70 Co-located Operating

Bases (COBs) has tactical and protective value. It also has

associated cost: The fiscal cost of shelters for the aircraft

and the tactical cost of depv*ndrnc,' or, those airfields for- not

oral. support but survivabilit-,.6  _TOVL aircraft which are more

readi Ix., camouflaged ind hidden off base have inhcrnt survaval

capabi I itV not found in convantionAl aircraft. oreo.' r,

European weather and airspace ,ituration pose additional threats

to the timely deployment of ripid reactor and reinforcement

aircraft from North A meric . STOVL Aircraft capable of very

slow or vertical approaches are more 1 ikely to arrive at plarnned

destinations on time.

Off-base operations permit supporting the army with aircraft

just a feiAj mi les (18-20) bhi nd the i nes. The resultant

enhanced reaction time ard target selectiorn icreaste the

effectiveness of close air- support.

Sea-borne operatior, are sim lar 1,' enhanced. STOVL pei r-its

safer operations from smaller-, less complicated ships in we.,thxr

arid s -a t~ate5 which w*ould pr cclUdL- coriv rtiorsal :arraier

aircraft oper tions. Hoo'vn 5r, STOV\L of itself does rot

.r e tt ict or I in it the z z f , raio. lrideed, it erharces larcJe

cart ier operations. For e* amp)j _. QT-CgJL aloaffordsi naval

architects the fle;ibilit, of d--.l3rin9 more comabat

vp% VI I 4- Lt. Col• 7.E. NLCGe CL
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effectiveness into the larljetat Of nuclear Atta~ck carritrs b/

replacing the space used for arrestor gear and catapaults with%

fuel1 and ammun it ion, and f ree irig more of the flIi gh t deck for

aircraft, additional squadrons cane be embarked.

ADVANCED TACTICAL FIGHTER CATF) REQUIREMENTS

While little specific data will be listed here on irdividu,*l

fighter requirements, all nations are seeking g~reaiter agility

for air fighting arnd threat avoidance, longer ranige arid more

survivability. Larger and wore sophisticated electronics

countermeasures packages and improved weapons payloads will beIt

expec ted.

USAF sponsored research for improvements irn F-15s arnd F-16s

suggest the next (advanced) fighter will be highly

nroeuverable, with 2-D vectoring nozzles a la F-I5 STOL, have '

at least twice the tactical rarnge of the F-15 (with a

transatlantic ferry range), aid will likely be twin, eri2nied

aircraft capable of supersonic flight (M 1.5) ira basic engine.

F ielId perf or mance w ill mark a mi,j or change: tai,#eoff+s arid

landings in 2,000 feet f ield length for- continued operations

from bombed runways. (De Havilland iztudies show their

supersonic fighter to be cap~able~ of a take-off ground roll of

500 feet or less at mission we.ights, ard vertical landing.

Vertical taker-off would also be possible at lighter wei-Dt.) .

FUTURE DE HAVILLAND EJECTOR LIFT/VECTORED THRUST (EL/VT)

TECHNOLOGY

De Havilland and NASA vwill be conducting wind tunri~el tE=L~

and flight simulation trials of the General Dynriics/De

Havilland E-7 configuration. Tne Caigadiaa Departmevnt of

National Defence (DND) is furnding prognaro to designra nd Luild
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a 1/4 scale model of an SSTOVL for test in the National

Aeronautics Establishment (NAE) 30 x 30 ft. tunnel in Ottawa.

DND and NASA are also cooperating on low speed testing of an

existing large scale model (Figure 7-2J. Data from these tests

will be used in the full scale test being jointly funded by the

Canadian Department of Regional Industrial Expansion (DRIE) arid

NASA. Peoults of the full scale testing in the NASA 80 x 120

ft. %.aind tunnel will provide aerodynamic and stability

derivative d ,ta for flight simulation. This will then lead to

trials "using the large-scale moving base flight simulation

facilities at the NASA Ames Research Center. ,%.

ADVANCED SHORT TAKE OFF VERTICAL LANDING (ASTOVL) COMBAT

AIRCRAFT ,

This joint work with NASA i5 aimed towards the selection of a

technology configaration for the Advanced Short Takeoff

Vertical Land (ASTOVL) combat aircraft program. Its objective

is to seek a replacement for the AV8B Harrier in the UK and U.S.

inventories. "In Britain, ASTOVL is seen as the follow-on to

the . . . Sea Harrier. In the USA, ASTOVL would be timed to

follow the Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF) as the F-16 followed

the F-15. While the ATF is several years behind the European

program, the ATF and ASTOVL schedules would probably overlap

.9 Since the foundation already ex,sts for a joint US/UK a-

ASTOVL cooperative program, the US/Canadian collaboration

%q. ..
provides the opportunity to broaden its base. Particularly if

the EL/VT technology is chosen for ASTOVL, it would be a a

a% i powaerful incentive for DND to participate in a reasonably large

production run and rebuild its fighter force. I
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ADVANCED TRAINER EMPLOYING EJLCTOR LlfT/VECTURLD rHRU'I tLLIVI)

The Caadian Forces (CF) hav- -p, tssed interest ir. ar, EL/VI

advanced trainer for pilott in the ur.dwr 9raJuate and

postgraduate fighter trairni, strear,,. With the retirernirrt of

the last of the CF century series fighters, plarnnirng isi ri

progress to optimize the trairir.g towards the CF-1A. The new

advanced trainer should be highl , agile, accustom pilots to the

rapid onset of G, have an inherent weapons capabilit>,, and land

in the same speed range as the CF-18 (125 Kts). Whereas CF

basic pilot training is conducted side-by-side, the advanced

trainer should have tandem seatirng [Figure 7-3]. A simplified,

unarmed version of the aircraft would be used for undergraduate

training. An armed version would be used for postgraduate

training. The aircraft would be capable of in-flight

refuelling.

Advanced manoevering and aircraft trim authority from the

powered lift system would be realized from the takeoff rotation

through landing. Direct Lift Control (DCL) systems examined

included the F-Ill Advanced Fighter Technology Integration

(AFTI), F-15 Agile Eagle, F-16 mnanoeuvering flaps to increase

wing camber, and the AV-8B Harrier Vectoring in Forward Flight

(VIFFing). Direct Drag Control (DDC) to give the pilot full

control over acceleration and deceleration was also examined.

%In addition to the conventional means of deceleration thrust

reversal (Agile Eagle), pylon split flap (Alpha Jet) and, again,

VIFFin9 were evaluated. Direct Side Force Control provides new

manoeuvres such as lateral translation or "sidestep" (yaw

pointing), and the Wings Level Turn (WLT) or Flat Turn
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!9
rn ro&,oi. re i 'th minimal sideslip (which virtually eliminates the

tenr rc ., for a rol I ing moment to be developed). Agility from

i- ator all of these concepts would be valuable for target

acquioit ion and/or evasion. The landing approach configuration

I V,.- a ,inch, reduced approach speed for a given weight and

., ir,i -Ate . . et c3o-arourd performnarce is greatly improved.

T.E- st i -itcraft &ould be capable of supersonic operations

I I .t, t ar, t .e CF-5D, for e..ample, since it would reach M 1.2

St z jC er.i re. At a sustair ed nanoevering speed of M 1.4,

S Ll-'I cDr. s mnpt ion t-ould be less than 70 percent of the F-5.

TV i,- irrit ial wort: holds promise for an advanced trainer which

%" . - d prepare pilots to f I; and fight the modern agile fighter-s

V- I,,C i I1 be ir,-s(r ice at thke turn of the century.

T ti r ief rei&evh of fiqhter and trainer technology was to

V- t dopt V, of the D Hav i la,:d research on augmentor and

- V r t r ch .olo 9  , ard to reaff irrm that the ° farni ly of

. .tc, -orcepto Cis] based on or iginal research by de Havilland

.... ~,~i ridirectl, traceable to DHC's Augmentor Wing Buffalo

-t t aircraft."' 0  
It h , alsIo shown the agility and

.1 ,t,, I t . f a S-TOVL fiqhter which has the flexibility of

. op r , 3ti - from rninimal I.' prepared short surfaces.

It is vi tal to retmember here that we are describing
a 'survival to operate' capability.

"1 1

Fritish Aerospace has taLken a commanding lead in the

(de--.'E-lpmn-r, t of S TOVL. The Her ier has prover itself and the

% e. car.Cetrt in combat. Ironic ll , large sums are being spent to

deieIop ajiI versor, s of -or ,--tionaI combat aircraft when the

Hort ler -ji alread, ld the wa,. in flight agility. The next
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threshold for STOVL is the attainment of supersonic speeds. The

De Havilland Ejector Lift technology combined with British

Aerospace's Vectored Thrust appears to be a logical synthesis of

two powerful concepts which should be part of ATF and A/STOVL.
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CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSIONS

"Air power is becoming increasingly expensive, and

if these costs are not to impose a crippling limitation

on the development of future weapons systems they must be

balanced by corresponding improvements in effectiveness.1

When those words were- written a y.ear and a half ago, the

author was contemplating the rising cost of aerospace products

wherte inflation had outpaced other commodities by significant

margins. The resulting high costs were impacting defense

budgets. Since then, the United States defense budget has been

threatened by domestic fiscal reality through a congressional

act given the name of its three drafters:

Gramm-Rudmann-Hollings. Now, bold and imaginative steps ane

needed to continue force modernization. One means of stretching

. out the available development dollars is to enter into joint

research, development and production programs. This paper has

discussed the Canadian proposal for a 50/50 cost sharing in an

Advanced Tactical Transport (ATT) demonstrator aircraft program

using the Augmentor Wing technology, and interest in the shared

development and production of the Advanced Tactical Transport
aitself. Capitalizing on other current U.S./Caada joint

research projects in Ejector Lift/Vectored Thrust (EL/VT)

technology could result in U.S./Carnada. development and

production of the Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF),

Advanced/Short Take Off Vertical Lard (A/STOVL) aircraft, and an

. advance d pilot trz tner. There are comnpelling operational

reasons to upgrade this research into production programs. Now,
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AUGMENTOR WING TECHNCOL06 MEL1 O< LXCLLD& ALL ILL) AIR FORCEL

REOUIREMENTS

This paper start-d out to u.hovJ thtm advrta9e of utiri- the De

Havilland CaradJ (DHC) Augriieritor Win9 (AW) techriolog ir

tactical airlifter5 as at, affordable ri. ar. of t titfyini9 the

requirements which a number of i.;t -rr, air forces trivisage at

the end of the centur'. The spccifiL ations being called up by
'4m

the major users of tactical airlifters essentiall>y reflect

incremental improvenents to thuf C-130. The AW technology

alternatives review-ed here have met or exceeded the performancLe C

criteria in all cases, and are consistent with the USAF Requwkt

For Proposal (RFP) which calls for A t*in-en9ined Advanced

Tactical Transport (ATT). Til' britih, Wett German and French

Industries which have teame-d with Lockheed-Georgia to propose a

Future International Mli ItJri Airlfttr (FIMA) way require a

three-ergine, wide-bod' cargo configuration, and De Hv*villand

has conducted parametric studi_- aho-irg the berawfits of the AW

technolo"/ to a 3-engined FIMA.

Perhaps the main advantage of the Augrientor Wing technology

is its irherent adaptabilit/. It is universally applicable to

turboprop or turbofan powered aircraft using 2, 3 or 4 erginrc-t

and ran n in size from appro^imat,-I/ 50,000 to 500,000 pounds

Design Gross Weight. Wherev'r aircraft require high subsonic

cruise speeds, /et must oper ate v rot tFhort 1 1eldL, arid where

operators iar t safe ard ta I I LC.r,t l a Q Ib -Wpproeches,

lar dirqs, qu-arour and tJ( -I f + wht-#, thit, L r It La l =1- I -ltie '

Sfal ed, t he Auqmerntot Winr. t-C f,',IUl j uFhuuld be fdLt or-d i ito

the desigin. -777
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OPERATIONAL ADVANTAGES

•[ ,," Payload/range and speed flexibi lity of an Aug3entor Win9

aircraft which has virtually no Minimum Control Speed Air (VMCA)

opens new possibilities for air land and air drop delivery.

LAPES at 65-80 knots would improve accuracy and the condition of

the load upon arrival, and the quick response to throttleb

movement would faci I i tate a hi9h rate of cl imb, high speed

egress from the low level threat environment. Requirin9 only a

1000 foot 9round roll (500 feet at lighter weights), there are

vastly more airfields open to the AW airlifter, increasin9 the

probability of operating in cluor pro-iriity to the Forward Line

of Own Troops (FLOT) and lessenin9 dependency on staging bases.

This all translates into greater reliability of delivery and

greater productivity. .

SPECIAL OPERATIONS

The thick wing affords 9rL-ater flex.ibility irn offsettin9

paload with fuel for longer range pt retrations with sreall

patrols or light tactical loadt. E.cellert low level, slow

speed maneuverin9 arid high dash speed combine with a relativel.,

low rad3r cross-section to aid in ivuidirig detection and enhance

SEARCH AND PESCUE (SAR)

" Irn -AP the combination of high da h speed, lor,9 range, and :%

'1 uncornpromise,l slow speed stabxl t,/ and lon9 endurance inherent

in aro AW aircraft enhance its elfectiveness as a search

platfor m. The potentiel fur d ,./lop;iL-rtal extensior, of the

f1 ic3t rt.isi9t- to irc lude - tic l tal,-juffs and landir gs and

effect roi"ned.iate rescue upon detection of a survivor would . -
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complement the other AW attributes to make it the complete

search arnd rescue vehicle whether in peacetime or in combat. .

AUGMENTOR WING TANKER .

The thick supercritical wing of the AW modifed C-130 provideu

for substantial fuel capacity in the wing box, supplemented by a

23,0001b. fuselage tank in the tanker version. Thus, the

"KC-130 PL" has greater flexibility of speed, altitude and

rarnges to refuel recipient aircraft in their optimum cruise

envelope. The Augmerator Wing airlifter as an in-flight

refueller, then, is the essence of a force multiplier arnd all

N tactical airlifters should be capable of taking on or giving

fuiel.

C-130 AUGMENTOR WING DEMONSTRATOR

The Canadian Government will sponsor a demonstrator program

orn a 50/50 basis. Because the twchraology is m~ature and

development would have low economic, technical and operational

risk, the pure AW technology "demonstrator" phase could be .

bvpastsed in favor of building production aircraft: the first of

whPich woul1d be the flIight teu.t ar tic le. Thi , would accelterate

the Initial Operational Cap~ibilit>' (IOC) date and further

enhance S,' ,teTA affordability. Ir this evcrituality, the

Jernonstrator program could be iritiated in parallel to extend

the techrolu-3/ into V'TOL or VTOL. This wuuld De at preferred

outcome; Vint-ever, if it i~s not intunrded to initiate a productiur)

pro-3ra in the near 1kxf, iowrt rator pru3rri shuuld be

'.4pur-sied iriirrn.d .~tel/,.

.4
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C-130 PL RETROFIT OR ASSEMBLY LINE PRODUCTION

Of the large number of C-130s servin9 in western air forces,

a reasonable number will have to undergo win9 replacement

modifications in order to e-:tend service life. Other C-130s are

operated by air forces which have special operational

requirements which could be satisf ied by an AW technology

variant. Such inventory C-1305 are candidates for a retrofit

pro9ram. Likewise, some countries are tryin9 to increase the

size and capability of their air forces ir the face of

constrained budgets. The availabilit, of a production line AW

capable C-130 PL for a reasonable price increment would provide

an attractive vehicle with which to enhance force airlift. AE. a

less costly option to ar, all-new design, a production conversion

C-130 PL would have spin-off benefits in the forei9n rnilitary .

aid budget.

ADVANCED TACTICAL TRANSPORT (ATT)

Loolin9 ahead to an all-new tactical airlifter w-ith s)',5t=rfjis

IS
desigred for the operational environmqr,t of thie next ctntur/,

the AW technolo, provides the flight characteristic= s

appropriate to that era. A comnpar i or of the ATT RFP with the

AW performance specifications of the C-130 PL vividl.,'

demonstrate the advantages of AW tecinolo9y.

SPECIFICATIONS RFP C-1.30 PL

SIZE C-130 C-130
WING AREA 1,200-3,135 tq ft. 1,745 sq ft.
ASPECT RATIO 6. 34-8 12
THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 12-14 24 .
PAYLOAD 44,O00OL S q44, 00GLLSNo#-N O ? : t h e C - 1 3 0 PL carries er int' g r al 6,200LBS iI') H fit

Thusi, C-130 PL effective pa.,,lc~d iti: (50,200LLS) .
COMBAT LOAD 27,O00LBS 44,O00LLBS

DASH SPEED M 0. 7-M 0.;35 11 0. a
~RANIGE WITH 36,000LBS 160Oh~m .4,Or,,
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STOL WITH 36,OOOLBS 1500 feet <1000 +t grnd roll
STOL <36,OOOLBS 50Oft grnd roll

VTOL 0-300 feet 0 achievable with .% *

tilt wing.

ENGINE OUT 10% Reduction OK Capable of SE T/O.*

*Single Engine take off at mid mission wt.C36,O00lbs. payload).

As noted earlier, the RFP specifications listed above combine

the features of the two "test" aircraft designs of the Advanced

Tactical Transport Technologies (ATTT) study. Even the

Augmentor Wing C-130 PL performance predictions exceed hy a wide %

margin the capability being sought in an ATT. A new design ATT

optimized for AW technology would realize further improvements

in performance and operational effectiveness. While there are a

number of potential engine options, depending upon operational

and national preference, at this point the performance,

reliability, efficiency, growth potential, and logistics

commonality with the C-17, of the PW2037 engine suggest that the

Pratt & Whitney/De Havilland combination would be a strong

technology component of any team jointly developing and

producing modified tactical airlifters or Advanced Tactical

Transports.

FUTURE LARGE AIRCRAFT

For Future Large Aircraft capable of flying over strategic

ranges in the transport, tanker, ASW, and AEW roles, the AW

technology extends the cruise and payload/range capability of

conventional designs by adding STOL performance virtually

without penalty. These high value aircraft would enjoy the -
additional tactical advantages of enhanced maneuvering, longer

endurance through slow speed loiter and the flexibility of

operatin9 from shorter airfieldr and/or runways shortened by

bomb darnage. The additional margins of safety from slow ,J.
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approach speeds and the elimination of roll or yaw upset in the

event of a critical en9ine failure, would increase the margin of

safety and the probability of mission recovery in poor weather,

even below conventional minima.

ADVANCED TACTICAL FIGHTER (ATF)

ADVANCED VERTICAL/SHORT TAKEOFF AND LAND COMBAT AIRCRAFT

(A/STOVL)

ADVANCED PILOT TRAINER

Joint U.S./Canada research and development work in Ejector

S' Lift/Vectored Thrust (EL/VT) for Supersonic Short Take Off

Vertical Land (SSTOVL) has the potential to provide the combat

agility, and dispersal needed for fighter effectiveness and

survivability in todays air war fighting environment. These

same techniques can now be incorporated safely into advanced

pilot trainers. Training undergraduate fighter pilots in these

N_.

essential techniques on a less expensive aircraft prepares t:iem

to optimize postgraduate training on the more valuable

operational fighters. Collaborative production of these fighters

and trainers would enhance the interoperability of NORAD and

NATO fighter forces.

JOINT/COALITION PROGRAMS

Secretary Weinberger and Congress have endorsed the principle

of multinational weapons systems developments. The effects of

Gramm-Rudnan-Hollings could be sufficiently far reaching that

many needed programs will never materialize as one-nation

developments. The infusion of funds, technology and demand for

the weapons system by a partner, or partners, correspondingly

reduce the liability and risk which the United States would have

to shoulde. There is, also, a correlation between the size of

defense effort a nation can and will mount and the scientific
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and engineering contribution and commitment which that nation

makes to the development of its own weapons systems. The

military, political and economic benefits of such burden sharing

would have great appeal within Congress, the Administration and

DOD.

Dr. DeLauer levied four criteria by which to assess the

validity and worth of joint programs. The application of

*, Augmentor Wing technology to the tactical airlift requirements

meets these tests. First, it provides a quantum improvement in

operational effectiveness, and the larger production run of a

collaborative program further reduces per-unit cost. Second,

the co-produced Augmentor Wing technology weapons system

fulfills military doctrine. Third, there is great similarity of

mission requirement amongst the U.S. services and western air

forces. Fourth, it makes eminent sense - particularly since

certain U.S. and Canadian aerospace companies and the research

communities have achieved low risk, operationally oriented,

qual ity Augrmentor Wing technologies which are sufficiently 

mature to be applied to a range of affordable, practical and

-, operationally effective tactical airlift alternatives.

For the past five years, the President of the United States

has spearheaded a major reequipment of the U.S. armed forces.

The plarned modernization is not complete, and completion is in

jeaopardy because of budget pressures. The Canadian Government,

s m IarlI,, has been trying to moderr% 1ze and increase the

4 CareadiJr Forces after alio.t tv..o dtecades of capability erosion.
-..

Fisc~l e alIt,, is constrranri- in both countries. Sharing

r 5C 3t c, a d deve I opTer, t , ,nd r -aI 1 2 1n the econon iLes of scale
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of co-producing needed systems are ways of freeirig-up a larger

proportinn of each country's defense budget for weapons systems

procurement.

From the preceeding, one can only conclude that a United

States/Canada Augmentor Win9 technology development and

production program would be operationally, economically and

politically timely. Since our European NATO allies are now

planninq the development and deployment of an Advanced Tactical

Transport ihich is virtually identical to the USAF and CF

requirtrments, and which is to b, brought into service at the t

N.. .- .

same time, the collaborative ef'ort could be broadened to

- include Nor-th America and Europe.3  The Advanced Tactical

Transport is the right end for program collaboration, the

Augrnertor Wing technology is the right means to that end.

"U.S. alliances, treaties and agreements serve not only to

define clear lines against aggression. By combining the

resources of many nations, collective security arrangements

also share the common burden."2

,?.-,,

Ic
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NOTES
CHAPIER VIII

1 John Turner. *Air-to-air refuelling: its contribution to

cost-effective air operations," Jane's Defence Weekly, (26
January, 1985), 148.

2Caspar W. Weinberger. Annual Report to the Congress: Fiscal

Year 1987, 35.

3 This is not meant to exclude other interested allies such as
Australia, for example, but represents a grouping of nat lori
having the largest requirement for an Advanced Tactical

Transport and where plans are knowrn to be sufficiently advanced
as to foster a collaborative agreement. A spir-off benefit of
this collaboration would be a less-expensive end-product for

those allies who were not involved in the development and
production phases but also require the significant capability
upgrade at the lowest possible cost.
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GLOSSARY

AAF Argentine Air Force

AFTI Advanced Fighter Technology Integration

ASW Antisubmarine Warfare

ATF Advanced Tactical Fighter

ATO Air Transport Group

A/STOVL Advanced/Short Take Off Vertical Land

ASD/XRM Aerospace Systems Division/Requirements Planning

Department

AW Augmentor Wing

CADO Chief Air Doctrine and Operations

CF Canadian Forces

COB Co-located Operating Bases

. COD Carrier On-Board Delivery

COIN Counterinsurgency

CRAD Chief Research and Development

DDC Direct Drag Control

DEA Department of External Affairs

DLC Direct Lift Control

DND Department of National Defence

DOD Department of Defense

DOT Department of Transport

DRIE Department of Regional and Industrial Expansion

EL/VT Ejector Lift/Vectored Thrust

FAA Federal Aviation Agency

FIMA Future International Military Airlifter

FLA Future Large Aircraft

FOL Forward Operating Location
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FSD Full Scale Development

FTA Future Transport Aircraft

IEPG International European Programme Group

IOC Initial Operational Capability

LAPES Low Altitude Parachute Extraction

MAC Military Airlift Command

MENA Mission Element Need Analysis

MOG Maximum number (of aircraft) on the ground.

MP Maritime Patrol

NAE National Aeronautics Establishment

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NORAD North American Aerospace Defense

NRC National Research Council

RAF Royal Air Force

RAAF Royal Australian Air Force

SAR Search and Rescue

SAWC Special Air Warfare Center

SOF Special Operations Force

SON Statement of Need

SSTOVL Supersonic Short Take-Off Vertical Land

STOL Short Take Off and Land

STOVL Short Take-Off Vertical Land - -

SWA South West Asia

TMMA Tactical Mobility Mission Analysis

U.S.-U.S.A. United States of America

USA United States Army.

USAF United States Air Force
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USCG United States Coast Guard

USMC United States Marine Corps

USN United States Navy

VIFFing Vectoring In Forward Flight

VP Fixed Wing Antisubmarine Patrol Plane

VS Fixed Wing Carrier-borne Antisubmarine Aircraft

WLT Wings Level Turn
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